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A Russian Navy three bolt helmet superimposed over an 
undated photo of Russian Navy divers marching in diving 
dress. The Russian helmet has proven very popular among 
American collectors and classic equipment groups. Hel-
met photo by Steve Barsky, marching divers photo cour-
tesy of Oktonyc. Helmet courtesy of Eric Baker of An-
tiques of the Sea. 
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EDITORIAL 
With this first issue of the new century come some changes. 
HDM has switched to a volume and issue system, this issue being 
Volume 8 (our eighth year) Issue 1. A complete listing of our back 
issues from the original numbering system can be found on page 
4 7. As we prepare for the next millennium the Board of Directors 
has approved an additional Society logo. This logo reflects the 
important historical developments in 20th century diving that en-
abled mass human re-entry into the sea. It features a mid-20th cen-
tury scuba diver swimming from a traditional deep sea diving hel-
met of the 19th century. It was designed by Craig Erlik under the 
direction of Bob Wohlers. The Society still retains the original 
Augustus Siebe helmet as its official logo. 
Musee do Espalion 
and the 
Conseil General deL' Aveyron 
present 
Jules Verne Diving Odyssey 2000 
Premiere Weekend Event 
June 17- 18,2000 
*Film Premiere of 
International interest in diving history continues to spread as 
witnessed by new Societies formed in Mexico (p.l3) and Russia 
(p. 20). Also prominently featured in this issue are Canada's Phil 
Nuytten and Australia's Bob Ramsay who both played significant 
roles in the meeting oflnternational members at DEMA (p. 6). On 
page 7 HDSUSA Chairman Lee Selisky explains his reasoning, 
and the benefits, behind his successful international affiliation pro-
gram. 
"The History of the Autonomous Scaphandre" 
by Jean-Michel Cousteau 
*Unveiling of the statue of Nemo Scaphandrier on the 
River Lott 
*Historical Diving Exhibition 
*Diving Equipment display 
As an example of this recent heightened level of international 
interest in diving history we need look no further than newcomer 
Society HDS Mexico. Not only have they acquired Apple Com-
puters and Tommy Hilfiger as corporate sponsors, they have man-
aged to secure the country's serving head of state, President Dr. 
Ernest Zedillo, as their Honorary Chairman! 
Display runs through October 18 
For further informa-
tion contact 
Muriel Peissik at 
mpeissik@clubintemetfr As we say around here, Viva La Mexico! We all look forward 
to historical adventures with our amigos south of the border. ESPAUON - FRANCE 
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Leslie Leaney, Editor 
Check out the 
Historical Diving Society at: 
VVVVVV.III>S.ORG-
Books Videos Posters Cards Back Issues 
Profiles Links to International HDS Events 
Tile Society's primary obj-iv<ls 
and pu.-,- are: 
• To pn:r1>'1de 111. forum for individuals and organizations with an interest in the lustcry of man's uru:lennter exploits. This includes Ill upec'hl cf commeiCiaJ., 
milituy. recrn:ticml, scientifJC and expemmental diving. 
• To Identify, presetve, protect and nwntam artllacts !U'Ld aicluves associated with the history of diving. 
• To publish•ppropriate literature coveriDGollupecto ofdivrnglustm:y. 
• To o:rgmuze m.eetings md :nJlys to foster 11 genenl &Wi!N:MSS of the lmportaru:e of diving 11 1. signiflCIUlt upect of teclumlcgjcalendeiiVCr. 
• To pllJVlde 11 focal pointforaii:istmce in the nuUntel'I.I11Ce oflll\tique end classic diving equipment. 
Pioneering diver, photogr.apher, 
1ilrrmaker, scientist and author 
Hans Hass (above), and 
ooeanogr.apher Syhria E:arie (right), 
two merrbers ofthe HDSUSA 
Pd\lisory Board. For more 
infomation on the Pd\lisory Board 
click here. 
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Advisory Board Member 
Henri Delauze 
Founder of Com ex 
A full accounting of Henri Delauze's contributions to diving is far be-
yond the scope of this page. The following are some details from the up-
coming book "Triton Voices." 
Henri Delauze was born in 1929 to a family of wine growers from 
Cairanne in the Vaucluse region of the South of France. His primary edu-
cation and early schooling were with the Jesuits under circumstances of 
rigor emotionally, physically and intellectually that would stand him in 
good stead long into the future. 
After graduating from the Technical College of Isle sur Sorgue he con-
tinued his education at the Ecole Nationale Superieur des Arts & Metiers 
in Aix en Provence, from which he would graduate in 1949 a Civil Engi-
neer and the youngest in his class. In that same year Henri left for Mada-
gascar to fulfill his National Service obligations in the French Airforce. It 
would be a prophetic move for it was here in Madagascar that Henri would first combine his skills as an engineer with 
commercial diving. It would also set in motion a life style that considered France as the base and the rest of the world 
as the operational field. 
Working in his off duty time and later after obtaining his discharge in Madagascar, Henri was introduced to 
surface supplied diving on the site of a dam construction project near Tananarive. His first ocean job was as a volun-
teer engineer with an OFRS team led by Commandant Jacques-Yves Cousteau, with which he participated in the 
archaeological excavations of a Greek-Roman Galley and the descent into the Fountain of Vaucluse. Henri would 
spend three years working with Cousteau. The principal work and the source of the pay check for Henri was still as a 
civil engineer and as such he worked for the Society of Heavy Construction of Marseille from 1956 untill961. His 
primary tasks were as chief engineer overseeing various overseas projects. His engineering work on a tunnel project in 
Havana drew Henri to the attention of the US Navy's Electronics Laboratory (NEL). In 1960 he was invited by the US 
State Department to take a year's sabbatical at the University of California Berkeley in order to obtain a Masters 
Degree in Marine Geology. After taking the degree Henri spent a few months working with NEL on projects which 
even today are considered classified. 
After a short stay in Algeria in 1961, Henri returned to France and again sought ocean oriented work which he 
found with the National Center for Submarine research (CNRS) at the Bathyscaph Laboratory in Marseille. His work 
centered around the bathyscaph 'Archimedes' and from 1961 until1967 Henri assured the scientific coordination of 
five major international exploration campaigns with Woods Hole in the USA, and the University of Tokyo. During 
these explorations he would himself make over 60 dives varying between 5000 meters and 10,000 meters. In fact in 
1962 Henri was baptized the 'deepest Frenchman' with a dive to 9650 meters in the Kurile Trench off Japan. 
In Marseilles on the 3rd of October 1961, using their $10,000 household savings, Henri and his wife Philbee 
launched the Compagnie Maritime d'Expertise. Less than 15 years later 
this tiny company would employ 2200 people and have a yearly turn-
over of over 100 million dollars. It would be known the world over as 
COMEX, and in that short span would become the largest diving com-
pany in the world. In 1981 it celebrated its twentieth anniversary with 
a turnover of over 200 million dollars. 
In 1965 Henri completed an experimental diving center and be-
came the first diver in the world to work both in the dry and underwa-
ter at a simulated depth of 335 meters. Over 400 experimental bounce 
dives were conducted in the facility during 1966 and 1967, resulting in 
the first decompression tables applicable to Helium Oxygen dives be-
tween 80 and 180 meters. 
During the 1960s Henri met Robert Stenuit and started on a path 
of marine archeology and history that both men are still involved in 
today. 
We are grateful to Krov Menuhinfor his permission to use extracts 
from Triton Voices. All rights reserved. 
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International HDS members meet at 
DEMA 
With numerous international HDS members attending 
DEMA, HDS Canada President Dr. Phil Nuytten took the 
opportunity to hold an informal meeting to discuss ways 
that the various organizations can work more closely to-
gether. Held in a room overlooking the vast expanse of the 
DEMA show, the meeting was chaired by Phil and attended 
by Bob Ramsay (DHS Australia), Giancarlo Bartoli (HDS 
Italy), Thomas Kleeman and Manfred Vohsel (HDS Ger-
many), Phil and Virginia Nuytten (HDS Canada), Lee Selisky 
and Leslie Leaney (HDS USA), and Nigel Eaton from 
England's DIVER Magazine. Discussions took place regard-
ing the possibility of regional Societies focusing on hosting 
an International meeting every other year. The successful 
annual UK, Italian and Australian Society meetings were 
noted and attendees were asked to consider investigating 
the bi-annual International concept with their respective 
Boards. All attendees seemed to be in agreement that the 
simple one page Affiliation Agreement based on the origi-
HDS International group L toR. Bob Ramsay, Virginia Nuytten, 
Manfred Vohsel, Lee Selisky, Thomas "Tex" Kleeman, Phil 
Nuytten, Giancarlo Bartoli, Doris Kleeman and Nigel Eaton. 
nal HDSUSA Agreement, was a good initial step in linking all the organizations together on an independent and equal basis. 
Bob Ramsay came armed with a supply of DHS Australia & S. E. Asia Affiliation Agreements and was happy to have every 
attending organization sign as an affiliate to the Australian based Society. Giancarlo distributed copies of the HDS Italia bro-
chure showing their new diving history museum, the Italian Society being the first of the groups to establish its own museum. 
As the number of Societies world-wide continues to grow it was suggested that a printed record be made of when each HDS was 
formed, starting with the first group founded by Nick Baker in the U.K. in 1990. "I am pleased with this initial informal 
meeting. I think everyone learned something and there was a great willingness to raise the level of international cooperation as 
witnessed by the signing of the Affiliation Agreements," said Phil. "I am glad that we did this." 
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Jecz~Z-A-fzcheL CoZLseeczZL -- I<ezko 
Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.com 
TM 
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From the Chairman 
Dear Members; 
The purpose of the HDSUSA is to preserve, record and expand our knowl-
edge of the history of diving. Over the last year I have signed Affiliation 
Agreements with several like-minded organizations from around the world. 
As a member of the HDSUSA these affiliations provide you with the advan-
tage of participating in the events of these international groups at their pre-
vailing member rates. Their members can participate in our events at our 
membership pricing. 
I personally invite any other interested organizations to join us in pro-
viding this equal benefit to their members. 
I hope that all HDSUSA members will take time to review the list of 
affiliates and take advantage of access to their events. I believe that in doing 
so you can not only expand your knowledge of diving history, but also ini-
tiate some lasting friendships with our fellow divers from around the world. 
Lee Selisky, 
Chairman of the Board 
The Historical Diving Society USA and Affiliated Organizations 
All members of the Historical Diving Society USA are entitled to access the functions and facilities of the following 
affiliated organizations at their prevailing member rates. Their members, in turn, may access the functions and facilities of the 
HDSUSA at our prevailing member rates. 
ri 
Association of Diving Contractors International, The Musee du Scaphandre, Espalion, France 
! ~ 
The Academy of Underwater Arts and Science, Musee Frederic Dumas, Sanary-sur-Mer, France 
The Institute of Diving, Panama City, Florida The Historical Diving Society Canada 
The Historical Diving Society Italia The Historical Diving Society Germany 
The Historical Diving Society South Africa 
The Historical Diving Society Mexico 
Diving Historical Society Australia, S.E. Asia Scaph 'SO, Courcouronnes, France 
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In The News MARK V FUND RAISER WINNERS 
The drawing for the Last Mark V Helmet of the Century (yes, we realized it 
was not the last one of the Millennium) took place at DEMA, and produced 
winners from four countries. Diving legend E.R. Cross drew the winning Mark 
V ticket, which belonged to Mike 
Valentine of Eureka, California. The 
winning ticket for the Limited Edi-
tion Abalone Helmet was drawn by 
HDSUSA Chairman Lee Selisky, and 
went to Des Williams of Melbourne, 
Australia. The winning ticket for the 
U.S. Divers Royal Aqua Master 
double hose regulator was drawn by 
DHS Australia and S.E. Asia Presi-
dent, Bob Ramsay and went to 
George Guite of Manchester, En-
gland. The Limited Edition Morse 
Mike and Sue Valentine with their MkV knife was won by Jannie Wessels of 
Cape Town, South Africa, and the 
signed Hans and Lotte Hass Film fes-
tival program went to The Aquatic Center of Rochester, Inc., Rochester, New York. Our 
congratulations to these winners and thanks to everyone who participated in the Fund 
Raiser. 
Great Northwest Scuba Festival 
2nd prize winner Des Williams 
The HDS has recently been making its presence known in the Pacific 
Northwest. In June Rocky and Leslie manned the booth at the Under-
sea Expo in Portland, Oregon and more recently Sid and Aleta Macken 
hosted the HDS booth at the Great Northwest Scuba Festival in 
Hoodsport, Washington. According to the event's coordinator, Rick 
Stratton of Northwest Dive News, 80 vendors had booths and up to 
2,000 people attended. Held at Mike's Beach Resort and Rest-A-While 
RV Park and Marina, the activities consisted of diving events, demon-
strations and displays. The one day event ran from lOam to 4pm but 
the HDS booth was busy by 9am during the set-up! Historical Diver 
Sponsor Corporation Dive Commercial International of Seattle also 
had a booth, and numerous regional HDS members stopped by to say 
"Hi." Our thanks go to John Cheesman of Seasports Dive Center, 
Springfield, Oregon for the loan of a Chinese helmet, a USN Mark V 
and a pair of diver's boots for the display. For information on the 
Festival contact Northwest Dive News at 360-240-1874 or email them 
at www.nwdivenews.com. 
John Cheesman visits with Sid and Aleta Macken 
Tauchertechnik 
Member Jan de Groot of Nautiek has reprinted 100 copies of the second edition (1943) of Hermann Stelzner's Tauchertechnik. 
The hard-bound book is in the German language, with over 400 pages and numerous photos of European equipment not found in 
other publications. The book costs US$115 plus postage. For more information contact Nautiek at 011-31-70-51-47-40. 
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Ye Olde European Diving Crew. We received this interesting 
photo in the form of a card from member David Dekker in Hol-
land. The hats top side are almost as interesting as the one about 
to descend. This three light helmet features an unusual face plate 
which is hinged at the bottom of the port and secures at the top, a 
90° difference from the Mark V style. Also of interest is the ter-
rific looking deep water pump with the curved spoke wheels. 
Our thanks to David for sending this to us. 
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• Sport Logo T-Shirt • 
New Items 
New Official HDSUSA Products 
Official HDSUSA items shown in color 
at the HDSUSA web site: www.hds.org 
HDS Sports Diver Logo embroidered in Silver on a Black short 
sleeve T-shirt. 100% pre-shrunk cotton. Sizes L and XL. $15 plus $3 
domestic, $6 overseas p&p. 
• Denim long sleeve shirt • 
m. ·~ tG:jWori~l ~~ng~1ety 
www.hds.org 
HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo embroidered in Gold or HDS 
Sports Diver Logo embroidered in Navy Blue, on the breast of a 
Denim twill 7-button long sleeved shirt, with button-down collar and 
button-through front pocket. Oversized to accept a layered turtleneck 
or T-shirt underneath. 100% cotton. Sizes L and XL . State logo 
preference. $30 plus $4 domestic, $8 overseas p&p. 
• Fleece Pullover • 
HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo embroidered in Gold or HDS 
Sports Diver Logo embroidered in Silver on the breast of a 
Black 100% polyester fleece pullover with 10 inch black neck 
zip, elastic waist, 2 side entry pockets, elastic cuffs and set-in 
sleeves. Sizes L and XL. State logo preference. $50 plus $8 
domestic, $15 overseas p&p. 
• HDSUSA Jacket • 
HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo embroidered in Gold or 
HDS Sports Diver Logo embroidered in Silver, on the 
breast of a Navy blue moss-skin jacket with 100% polyes-
ter exterior, a grey fleece body lining, interior zip pocket, 
two exterior zip pockets, elastic cuffs and waistband. Sizes 
L and XL. State logo preference. $70 plus $8 domestic, 
$15 overseas p&p. 
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The First Combined Industry Awards Banquet 
The First Combined Industry Awards Banquet was held at Bally's Hotel in Las Vegas 
during the DEMA Show. The event was organized by non-profits DEMA, HDSUSA and 
the Academy of Underwater Arts and Science, to unite the presentation of their respective 
awards in one spectacular event. Over 600 people attended the Gala evening which in-
cluded a silent auction of some rare and collectible diving items (see page 43). Hosted by 
the humorous Dr. Phil Nuytten, the event honored some of diving's most notable figures in 
front of an international audience that included nearly all of the recreational diving industries leaders. Each recipient 
was introduced by a four minute video clip covering their career which was projected on two huge screens on either 
side of the stage. Asked for his opinion of the evening, 86-year-old E.R. Cross, who is a founder of the industry, said 
"It seems that anyone who is anyone in diving is here. I have seen people I have not seen in decades. This distin-
guished event has brought a dignity to these awards that the diving industry has badly needed. I salute all the organiz-
ers. It deserves to become an annual event." These sentiments were echoed by numerous others and plans are under-
way for a repeat of the event in New Orleans at DEMA 2001. A video of the Awards Ceremony is available from 
DEMA. 
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E.R. Cross (r) presents the HDSUSA E.R. Cross 
Award to Australia s Bob Ramsay 
Paul Tzimoulis presents Bob Hollis with his 
Reaching Out Award 
Titanic director James Cameron with his 
the Arts 
Dr. Richard Grigg with his NOG/ for 
contributions to Science 
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Cathy Church receives her Reaching Out Award from 
DEMAs Regina Franklin 
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Reaching Out Award recipient Gordy Shearer with Andre 
Galerne, recipient of HDSs 
The Historical Diver Pioneer Award 
Jim Stewart speaks on behalf of Andy Rechnitzer, winner 
of the NOGI for Sports and Education 
Albert Falco with his NOGI for Distinguished Service 
The Awards Banquet was produced by the 2000 Combined Industry Awards Banquet Committee. Members were 
Regina Franklin, Patty Trudeau, Dan Orr, Julianne Ziefle, Lee Selisky and Leslie Leaney. The Committee wishes to 
thank Bonnie Cardone, Susan Sammon, Steve Chaparro, Andy Lentz, Dr. Phil Nuytten, Joseph Bottoms, Bob Wohlers 
and everyone who contributed to the success of the evening. 
Gala Awards Video 
Edited edition of the full Awards Ceremony including overviews of each 
recipient's career, presentations and acceptance speeches, featuring Phil 
Nuytten, E.R. Cross, Albert Falco, James Cameron, Andre Galeme, Bob 
Hollis, Cathy Church, Gordy Shearer, Richard Grigg, Jim Stewart (for 
Andy Rechnitzer) and Bob Ramsay. 
Includes the opening sequence video "Lost in Las Vegas. Phil's Search 
for the Missing Awards" featuring Phil Nuytten, Zale Parry, Jean-Michel 
Cousteau and Elvis. 
Color, 90 minutes. VHS only. Produced by DSAT. 
$20 plus $3 domestic $6 overseas p&p. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax 
Contact Patti Brady at 858-616-6408 xt 116 or PBrady@DEMA.org 
All proceeds to HDSUSA, DEMA and AUAS 
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NEW MEMBERS The Board of Directors of the HDSUSA, DHSASEA and HDS CANADA wish to extend their thanks to 
the following new members for their support, and welcome them to the Society. 
Philippe Caresse FRANCE 
Thomas B. Anderson 
William L. Wolfson 
John Brill 
Dane Richards 
Daniel B. Carr 
Barry Bock 
Chris Low 
Matthew J. Brady 
William Lipscomb 
Joseph D. Kramer 
Phil Byrne 
Gilles Vandeville FRANCE 
Jeffrey F. Urso 
Edward Rosacker 
Ronald L. Stem 
David G. Johnson 
Kennard W. Potts 
Steven & Gloria Schultz 
Howard B. Workman 
Charles Owen Jr. 
Randy Davis 
Chris S. Turner 
Wayne Fisher 
Matthew H. Levin 
Rodney S. Henderson 
Hugh Barrow Jr. MD 
Dave Johnson 
Wayne Forister 
Bill Washington 
William Wallace 
Joe Wallace 
Mark E. Anderson 
Gene Fochtman 
SWIMKING DIVE SHOP 
Julie Veitch 
Mike Fonseca 
Brett Walker 
Lydia Snider 
J. Bret Michael 
Jerry Pentin 
Dennis Gillis 
Robert W. Hewlett 
Charles D. Baker 
Doug Caley Jr. 
DIVER'S MARKET INC. 
Mike Thomas 
Ben & Pamela Scharf 
Terry L. Flynn 
Daniel Janfrance 
Pascual Levasseur FRANCE 
Edward Read 
Ken Niemier 
Lowell R. Nees 
Dennis Seavey 
Robert Burke 
Steve Stumpf 
Nelson Perkins 
Chad Kinder 
Walter L. McGregor 
Tim King 
S. Batdorf 
Robert Thiry 
Victor Medeiros 
Virginia Gallenberger 
Steven Gagin 
John Prince 
Blayne Bishop 
Ben A. Dugger 
Bob White 
William & Beverly Pfarr 
Ann Brambl 
Gary Holtz 
The SCIAA Research Library USC 
Vic Vosburgh 
Walter J. Daspit Jr. 
Peter W. Mueller 
Barry W. Parker 
Harry Pecorelli Jr. 
Augusta L. Stanley 
Gordie Connelly 
Mark Magers 
Scott Oglum 
Scott Campbell 
Joe Holifield 
Jeffrey Taylor 
Mark Renner 
Babbie Anderson 
Mark Simmons 
Mike Fried 
Andy Feith 
Vincent Reed 
Barbara A. Doerr 
Cortney Lofton 
Vince Ryan 
Mike Waring 
Dolores E. Fisher 
Frank Feeley 
Joseph Lazursky 
Stan Johnson 
Arthur J. Gosnell Ill 
Samuel J. Repp 
Richard J. White 
Tom Rhoad 
Frank Bull 
Tommy Hamilton 
Richard Vann 
H. Toberman 
Capt. Stephen J. Mallerich 
Don Barrington 
Dr. Rick Von Stein 
Devon Tompkins 
Donald Ruffie 
Lydia Locke 
John Ellis 
Keith Soucy 
Ryan Larson 
Jens M. Rubschlanger 
Mark Flahan 
Waterfront Dive Center 
James Miller 
William Hogan 
Michel Guerrero EQUADOR 
Paula & Bob Robinson 
Kirk Mortenson 
Joe Geiss 
Jan Kaleher 
Nettie L. Dean 
Charles E. Boxwell 
Great Lakes Scuba 
John Davidson 
Wayne W. Mulford Jr. 
Robert D. Garner 
Bruce Malmberg 
David Volkert II 
Dougall McDonald 
William A. Gholson 
The Paterson Family 
Jon Landau 
Charlie Arneson 
Glenn E. Hall 
John Conway 
Ken Loyst 
Ruth Petzold 
Rony R. Aprat LEBANON 
William Bigham 
Thorn Jones 
Scu.ba 2000 
THE Diving Event of the Year! 
Robert H. Rawlings 
Frank Savino 
Robert J. Stecher 
Pete Romano 
Tom & Nancy Caruso 
Mike Avery 
Edward Lane 
Denton F. Hemphill 
Tony Bliss 
Dennis Alba 
Richard M. Librizzi 
Jeff Denman 
Anna & Ned Deloach 
William Newman 
W. M. White 
Matthew Ballish 
Brian Post 
Lori Hettinger 
Andrea Treichel 
Kelly J. Rawley 
George S. Goehring 
David Bowman 
Bill Martin 
Esther Rusnak 
David A. Cain 
William Moore 
Dennis Strehlow 
Kevin Flanagan 
Robert Knapick 
Ed Klein 
Dan Kuhs 
Chris S. Tirrell 
Van C. De Witt 
Richard Lowe 
Ray Spillers 
Reinaldo Padrino 
Timothy C. Liberatore 
Jeffrey Schlenz 
Joseph Tiska 
Fred West 
John C. Paul 
Pete Bloriast 
Richard S. Geschrey 
Chris Christensen 
Patrick King 
Rick Valentine 
Guy Ayers-Berry 
Jim Cocchiola 
Paul Byington 
Bill Hakeman 
Dale Look 
Mary Ann Galletti 
Robert Studnicka 
Richard Amistadi 
Richard Johnson 
Jacques Juban FRANCE 
Michael Roy 
Kurt Gilman 
Jack Campbell SCOTLAND 
Barry Getz 
Gary Burdick 
Vernon A. Nussbaumer 
Capt. Steve M. Myers 
Robert Schwemmer 
Thiago P. Arico BRAZIL 
Tim Ecott UK 
Bruno De Bruin SOUTH AFRICA 
James P. Dougherty 
Scott C. Wodicka 
Rachel Brennan AUSTRALIA 
Greg Langley AUSTRALIA 
Garry Lynn AUSTRALIA 
PADI ASIA PACIFIC AUSTRALIA 
Tont Gregory AUSTRALIA 
Mike Wescombe-Down AUSTRALIA 
Tom Me Nab AUSTRALIA 
Terrence Ganly AUSTRALIA 
Brian Waterfield AUSTRALIA 
Adrian Hawkins AUSTRALIA 
Bob Fitzgerald AUSTRALIA 
Bruce Riley AUSTRALIA 
John Balsom AUSTRALIA 
Edward Foster AUSTRALIA 
david Sutcliffe AUSTRALIA 
David Sheumack AUSTRALIA 
John Munro AUSTRALIA 
Rex Neale AUSTRALIA 
Dom Sauman AUSTRALIA 
Wally Gibbins AUSTRALIA 
John Lamb AUSTRALIA 
Ben Galbraith AUSTRALIA 
Jacques Mayol JAPAN 
Greg Chamberlain SINGAPORE 
Sally Neale AUSTRALIA 
Gerry Dammer AUSTRALIA 
Peter Taylor AUSTRALIA 
OUR WORLD 
UnDtRWftTtR 
Rosemont Convention Center, Chicago 
12 
June 3 & 4, 2000 
Long Beach Convention Center 
Long Beach, California 
Seminars/Film Festival/Party 
(310) 792-2333- Fax (310) 792-2336 
www.saintbrendan.com 
April 28-30, 2000 
Seminars and Film Festival 
Over 200 Exhibits including HDS Booth 
(708) 403-5447 
www.ourworldunderwater.com 
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llistorical Diving Society Mexico 
HDS Mexico 
Bosque de Ciruelos # 190-60 I B 
Bosques de las Lomas CP 11700 
MexicoD.F. 
HDS Mexico launches in style 
Mexican President Dr. Ernesto Zedillo appointed Honorary Chairman 
Drawing an attendance of almost 300 people, 
the Historical Diving Society Mexico was suc-
cessfully launched at the Industrial Club in Mexico 
City on November 16, 1999. 
The event was hosted by Society founders 
Manuel Lazcano, Miguel Barcena, Herman 
Lazcano, Antonio Rallo and Pablo Garcia Rob-
les, and sponsored by Apple Computers, Tommy 
Hilfiger, and The Explorean. In addition to the 
sponsor's booths Society members assembled a 
display of vintage diving equipment and nautical 
0 
and shipwreck artifacts. ·~ 
Society President Manual Lazcano opened the ~ 
evening's proceedings by explaining the Society's ~ 
mission and showed a film on early Mexican div- ; 
ing, featuring the work of Ramon Bravo and other QJ 
Mexican pioneers. Manuel was followed by two Mexican President Dr. Ernest Zedillo with Jean-Michel Cousteau 
guest speakers. The first was HDSUSA President Leslie Leaney, who gave a presentation on some of the historic 
diving equipment located in various museums around the world, and who encouraged members to preserve their 
country's diving history. The second was the evening's keynote speaker, marine environmentalist and explorer Jean-
Michel Cousteau, son of the late Captain Jacques-Yves Cousteau. Jean-Michel recalled his lengthy ties with Mexican 
diving and his work with the country's environmental groups on behalf of the California grey whales and other marine 
creatures. He explained his early life growing up around the Calypso team and screened a film covering the span of his 
father's life from a small boy to world adventurer. 
The next day the Society organized a large press conference during which Jean-Michel emphasized the impor-
tance of recording history and congratulated the founders on organizing HDS Mexico. The Affiliation agreements 
between Mexico and USA were signed and exchanged and Manuel answered questions covering the formation of the 
Society and noted the messages of congratulations from other Societies around the world. Excerpts from the confer-
Jean-Michel, Miguel Barcena, Manuel Lazcano and Antonio Rallo 
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ence were broadcast as news items on national TV 
and made most of the country's newspapers. 
Following the press conference Manuel 
Lazcano and Miguel Barcena Diaz escorted Jean-
Michel and Leslie to a meeting with Mexican Presi-
dent Dr. Ernesto Zedillo, who is a keen scuba diver. 
During their 45-minute meeting Jean-Michel in-
vited President Zedillo to become the honorary 
President of HDS Mexico, a position that he very 
graciously accepted. 
Following the meeting, plans were discussed 
for the first HDS Mexico diving rally. With over 
12,000 kilometers of coastline there is a great deal 
of Mexican diving history to be investigated. 
For information on HDS Mexico contact 
Manuel Lazcano, President, HDS Mexico, at 
mlazcano @mail.internet.com.mx 
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STOLE~ HELl\IETS 
FRANCE 
The rare Italian Gabana helmet featured in HDM #15 has 
been stolen from its owner, Christophe Pionclou. On Novem-
ber 18, 1999, thieves broke into Christophe's home in Olivet, 
France and stole the Gabana helmet and a Rene Piel helmet, 
seen in the photo. Christophe had been researching the history 
of the Gabana helmet for two years and had recently dove it in 
the company of the Gabana family, who are assisting him in 
writing a book on the helmet. Should anyone be offered the 
helmet or have information about its whereabouts please con-
tact Christophe Poinclou at 18 Allee du Clos du Caillot, 45 160 
OLIVET, France. Phone 33-2-38-76-31-75, Fax 33-2-38-64-30-
16, Email c.poinclou@antea.brgm.fr 
NEW ZEALAND 
According to John Dearling of Auckland, New Zealand, two antique diving helmets were recently stolen 
from A. Foster & Co. of Fanshawe Street, Auckland, New Zealand. One helmet is believed to be a circa 1870 
Siebe Gorman, and the other a later model. Historical Diver has no images of these helmets at press time but 
hopes to publish further details in our next issue. Should you have information concerning these helmets 
contact DHS Australia President Bob Ramsay at bramsay@iaccess.net.au 
PAINESVILLE, OHIO 
New DESCO Mark V Serial Number 285 dated 1118/00 reported stolen. Contact Rick Koellner at DESCO 414-272-2371 
0 
14 
Mares America Corp. 
Shore Pointe, One Selleck St. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tel (203) 855-0631 
Fax (203) 866-9573 
Tech @maresscuba.com 
Sporasub@ maresscuba.com 
Dacorsls@ divedacor.com 
Escape Gravity™ 
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Return of The Merman 
The first Zarh Pritchard exhibition in over six decades 
As our century drew to a close, the art world 
of Los Angeles hosted The World of Zarh 
Pritchard- the first exhibition of the first un-
dersea painter's scenics in more than six 
decades. The six-week show, three years in the 
preparation, was assembled and sponsored by 
the William Karges Galleries of Beverly Hills 
and Carmel, California, - an institution of long 
standing in the acquisition and marketing of the 
work of Western American artists. The collec-
tion was put together from sources all over the 
country and from Japan. ~ 
Among the reception guests on opening ~ 
night were HDS Directors Leslie Leaney and ~ 
Bonnie Cardone, Australian member Ian Grif- ~ 
fin, and Tom Burgess, author of Take Me Un-
der the Sea a history of the first subaquaeous Tom Burgess, Nancy Moure and Whitney Ganz on opening night. 
image-makers in literature, art, and motion pic-
tures. Tom's book includes a biography of the late Mister Pritchard and, although currently out-of-print, it was instru-
mental in initiating the exhibit. Attending also was Nancy Moure, one of the preeminent scholars of regional art of the 
West, and author of the recent exhibit catalog and history, The World of Zarh Pritchard, which was written for the 
show and now available from HDSUSA. 
Known as "The Merman" in his time, Zarh Pritchard, was quite literally, the first man to develop methods for 
applying oil paints to canvas while underwater. As a consequence, he became the first to descend in helmet-and-
canvas-gear to paint undersea vistas and marine life- an involvement that he adopted as his life's work. Beginning in 
the mid 1880's, Pritchard was experimenting in Scotland- sketching underwater scenery using breath-held descents 
facilitated with goggles. By 1906, in Tahiti, he had crafted his diving and painting techniques and he held his first 
exhibit in San Francisco in the very month of the great earthquake. Thereafter, for more than thirty years, The Merman 
sold his art to the wealthiest of society and to members of royalty in countries across the globe. Museums in America, 
Europe, and the Orient include works of Pritchard in their holdings. 
Referring to the exhibition, director Whitney Ganz said "The gallery is delighted to be able to present the work of 
an artist as truly unique and visionary as Zarh Pritchard. This is an extremely rare opportunity for collectors of histori-
cally important art to acquire paintings of international significance." 
For information, write: Whitney Ganz, Director: William A. Karges Fine Art, 9001 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, 
CA 90069. Phone (310) 276-8551. 
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The World of Zarh Pritchard 
by Nancy Dustin Wall Moure 
with an introduction by Tom Burgess 
A well researched record of the underwater painter's 
career, with extensive notes, a bibliography and appen-
dix of titles. Includes spectacular images of underwater 
scenery published in full color. A unique item for the 
library of anyone interested in underwater imagery or 
fine art. 
64 pages, softbound. 
$20 plus $3 domestic, $6 overseas p&p. CA res, add 
7.75% sales tax. 
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DIVING lllSfORICAL SOCIEIY AUSTRAL~ 
SOUTII EAST ASIA 
POBOX 2064 
Norman ville 
5204 South Australia, Australia 
WWW.netspace.net.au/-oceans/divehist.html 
2000 will be a big year for DHS ASEA. There will be the Regional Annual Rally 
in Melbourne, and Singapore-based members are planning a WEG meeting around 
July. The New Zealand-based members are also looking at a gathering later in the 
year. The Board has envisioned that these geographically grouped members will seek 
each other out and meet. In return, these meetings promote the Society and further 
strengthen the local group numbers. Graham Weir found this out recently when a 
group of NSW members went diving on the North Coast of NSW. Many interested 
folk were invited and after a great day of fun, quite a few joined the Society. Most of 
them were recruited by Graham and they all added to his reward points total. The top 
reward in this incentive scheme is a solo ride in Deep Worker and the program still 
has 10 months to run, so it is still possible that it could be you who earns a ride! 
The articles on 19th Century Closed Siebe helmets in recent editions of HOM 
have included some great research information on these early helmets. DHSASEA 
members in Adelaide recently unearthed a couple more helmets from that era. It is 
hoped that these helmets will eventually add to our knowledge of the Siebe Gorman 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Company. One helmet is mismatched. The corslet is # 9069 (or 6906) Siebe Gorman 
mis-match & Co Ltd (but the tag is very worn and difficult to read) and is attached to bonnet 
#4798. The bonnet is unusual as it has convex side light glass, and the exhaust has 
been moved and replaced (originally it was, using the HOM #18 article terminology, in position 2.) The spitcock is on 
the right-hand side and the lashing eyes are in the later normal position over the front port. However, the bonnet does 
not appear to have any brazed seams to indicate that it is hand formed. The other helmet is much older and is in good 
complete condition. It is a matched Siebe Gorman & Co., numbered # 2798. The bonnet is hand formed and it has 
recessed neck rings with the number 1 on the front outer face. The lashing eyes are one low LHS of front port and one 
at 9 o'clock behind the RHS side port. The side light glasses are convex and the exhaust is in position 1. More photos 
of these two helmets will appear in the next issue of HOM. 
Danny Williams of Noosa Heads, Queensland has been asked to restore a helmet. This request comes at a great 
time as Danny has just returned fresh from the Bob Kirby workshop in California and is keen to try out his new skills. 
The helmet was a bit of a mystery at first, but research by Danny soon revealed it to be a WWII Hienke mine clearance 
helmet. While this has been an interesting project for Danny it also shows how the public is seeking out expertise in 
this area, and that the members of DHS ASEA are able to assist in this role. It may suggest another positive direction 
that the Society is taking, for the preservation of our diving heritage. Danny is also 
trying to get all interested Queensland members together for a WEG, to be held some-
where in South Queensland soon. 
Adelaide Skindiving Centre has again discovered some older scuba diving equip-
ment. Earlier this year they donated a fair selection of equipment. As their shop reno-
vations proceed, more equipment has come to light and has been donated and the 
Society thanks Ian Paterson for his generous gift. Ensuring that older diving equip-
ment does not get chucked out is an important project that all members should try to 
encourage by contacting the local dive shops to take part in. The issue of the DHS 
ASEA having a suitable place to preserve such a collection is a high priority that at 
this time is still unresolved. 
The Christmas Holiday Season encouraged some members to meet in Sydney at 
HMAS Penguin, and in Adelaide at the home of Derek and Sue Craig. In South Aus-
tralia some members put on their glad rags (well.... a couple of heavy gear sets) and 
joined in the local New Years Eve street parade. Events like these all raise public 
awareness for the Society, serve a useful purpose, and usually result in a good deal of 
fun for everyone. 
Siebe Gorman & Co. 
matched 2798 
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lllSIORICAL DIVING SOCIEIY CANADA 
241A East 1st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1B4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236 
e-mail: nrl @direct.ca 
Who says Historical Diving Societies are dull? 
The following article by Virginia Nuytten 
Reprinted by kind permission of Diver magazine. 
accepting a NOGI for the field 
of Arts. He applauded the video, 
and joked that while he'd love 
to work with Nuytten again 
(Nuytten supplied underwater 
technology for Cameron films 
Abyss and Titanic), he'd trade 
N uytten acting lessons for a ride 
in his submersible "Deep 
Worker"! 
"Something different hap-
pened at DEMA this year: for 
the first time, three separate 
dive industry awards ceremo-
nies were rolled into one at the 
"Dive Industry Gala 2000". 
True to the spirit of Las Vegas, 
the DEMA "2000 Reaching Out 
Awards", the Academy of Un-
derwater Arts and Sciences 
"1999 NOGI Awards" and the 
Historical Diving Society USA 
"1999 E.R Cross Award" and 
the "1999 Pioneer Award" were 
all held together on one evening 
at a black-tie event at Bally's 
Hotel, with a gala dinner and si-
lent auction. Emceed by a 
James Camron and Phil 
The evening ended on a 
high note, as two live auctions 
(proceeds to the three participat-
ing organizations) raised the roof 
with attendees bidding on a 
signed copy of Jacques 
Cousteau's Silent World and on 
at the Dive Industry Awards Gala 
tuxedoed Dr. Phil Nuytten, a past NOGI recipient himself, and 
President of HDS-Canada, the presentations which followed 
the banquet were both lively and took full advantage of the 
two huge high-definition TV screens which sat to either side of 
the podium. Not only did the screens give the audience a close-
up view of those on stage, but also of the recipients' lives, via 
short, skillfully edited biographical videos. As the presenta-
tions began, Dr. Nuytten was pulled aside. He announced to 
the audience that there was ~ minor glitch, and to bear with 
him. The awards appeared to have gone missing, but if he 
could just have a minute, he would take care of everything. He 
then ran from the podium, and out the ballroom door! That's 
where the audio-visuals took over: the audience watched him 
exit the ballroom, run into the lobby and begin a wild chase for 
awards to replace the missing ones. The six minute romp that 
followed took him to Jean-Michel Cousteau to seek advice 
(Cousteau, interrupted in the shower and wearing mask and 
snorkel, with soap "horns" in his hair), to a cafeteria, where 
two NOGis sat amongst the fruit (and the cashier turned out to 
be Zale Perry), to Bally's where he won an award in one of the 
slot machines, to a wild trip to the Liberace Museum and a re-
occurring encounter with an Elvis impersonator who bore an 
uncanny resemblance to Historical Diving Society's USA's 
Leslie Leaney. After he gathered the last of the statuettes at an 
"Adult" store, the audience watched him run back to the ball-
room, open the door and .. .in ran Nuytten, in person, out of 
breath, and with a bag full of awards. The timing was perfect, 
and the audience roared with appreciation. 
The stunt was mentioned and the light spirit of it was main-
tained in the speeches of most of the awards recipients, includ-
ing and expert in the field of film: James Cameron, who was 
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a dive in Emcee Phil Nuytten's 
"Deep Worker" submersible. The submersible auction was made 
all the more exciting and amusing by the Emcee's deafness 
(yes - diving related); the bidders reached a fevered pitch, try-
ing to make their bids heard, and the rest of the crowd joined 
in, trying to assist the Emcee in 'locating' the bidders. The 
evening was such a success that the new board members of 
DEMA, in their first sitting since the show, have voted to ask 
Dr. Nuytten to return as Emcee of next year's gala." 
A report on the DEMA meeting of international HDS rep-
resentatives appears elsewhere in this magazine so it won't be 
repeated other than to say that the essence of the informal meet-
ing was the agreement that all HDS groups and other historic-
diving-related groups should become affiliated to one another 
where possible - for good 'business' reasons; (extension of 
'members only' privileges and discounts across the board, lob-
bying strength in members, recognition of a unified group, etc.) 
But, most of all, for the wonderful feeling of traveling in dis-
tant lands and knowing that there are others with the same pas-
sionate interest in diving history - that you have, and they will 
make you welcome at their club and at their table. 'Fellow-
ship' is an old-fashioned word, but no other better describes 
that feeling. In the humble opinion of HDS-Canada, that's a 
large measure of what this whole thing is all about! 
The first of the HDS groups was founded in the UK by 
Nick Baker in 1990, and he and John Bevan and Reg Vallentine 
deserve recognition and full kudos for initiating what has be-
come an international 'group of groups' -each with their own 
national identity, each with pride in their nation's contribution 
to world-wide diving technology, and each with a desire to show 
and tell, and to look and listen, and to learn. 
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IDSTORICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y 
GERMANY 
Broichbachtal34, D-52134 Herzogenrath N W, Germany 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
E-mail HDSDE@ AOL.COM 
HDS Germany was pleased to be able to 
attend DEMA and meet with the other HDS 's 
that were there. It is sometimes difficult for 
us to attend this show as it is the same time as 
the Boat Show in Germany to which many of 
our members go. We were happy to see that 
the German Company Draeger was the spon-
sor of the HDS Rebreather Museum. The 
rebreather has been an important part of Ger-
man diving history and Hans Hass modified 
one to start his self-contained under sea re-
searches. We were happy to sign the DHS 
Australia Affiliation Agreement and we wel-
come agreements from all the other Societies. 
HDS Germany s Thomas Kleeman signs the DHS Australia SE Asia 
Affiliation Agreement with Bob Ramsay 
s Sl ATI 
The world's leading manufacturer 
of 
diving helmets and full face masks 
and a 
proud founding member 
of 
Historical Diving Society 
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26th World Festival of Underwater Pictures 
Antibes, France, October 1999 
A strong American contingent of attendees was present at the 1999 Festival, headed by the Honorary President, 
Stan Waterman. Among the featured films was the spectacular, "Hans Hass; The man who discovered the Oceans," 
featuring footage from the HDSUSA Film Festival. The Festival regularly attracts talented film makers and photogra-
phers and is a gathering spot for some of diving's most historic figures. For information on the Festival contact 
www.underwater-festival.com 
(L tor) Philippe Tailliez, Guy Poulet, Festival organizer 
Daniel Mercier, and 1999 President Stan Waterman 
(L tor) Film-maker Krov Menuhin talks with Ernie Brooks, 
Jean-Michel Cousteau and Albert Falco 
Sammy Oziel, 21 years old, visits with Philippe Tailliez, 
95 years old, at the HDSUSA booth 
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Presenters Ron and Valerie Taylor give a dental check-
up to the festival shark jaw 
nderwater 
Film Festival 
A Tribute to 
Lad Handelman 
From Abalone to Ocean Exploration 
Presentations by 
Dr. Phil Nuytten 
Tom Campbell 
Brandon Cole 
Douglas Cummings 
Bob Evans 
Peter Howorth 
HDSBooth 
Friday May 5, 2000 
6:30 pm doors open for 
7:30 start. 
Campbell Hall, UCSB 
Limited seating 
$10 Tickets at local dive stores 
or at 805-965-0581, ext. 2426 
All proceeds go to Ramsay Parks and Nejat Ezal Memorial Diving Scholar-
ships at UCSB and SBCC, Brooks Institute of Photography, and HDSUSA. 
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ffistorlcal Diving Society Russia 
Dr. A Sledkov, Director 
Gagarina Prospect 67, SPb 
Russia 196143 
s1edkov@mail.admiral.ru 
In early February 1999 the HDSUSA was contacted by our member Dr. Alexander Sledkov inquiring if we would 
support him in his efforts to establish HDS Russia. We are happy to report that after much effort on Dr. Sledkov 's part 
HDS Russia obtained a Certificate of Government Registration SPb Nl02031 from the official "Registration Cham-
ber, N176001" on December 24, 1999. During the following weeks Dr. Sledkov spent time dealing with the tax, 
insurance and other necessary services required in establishing the Society. The following is edited from the HDS 
Russia email dated January 8, 2000 and other correspondence. 
HDS Russia plans to pursue a museum, auction and lecture activities etc. We hope to obtain permission from the 
descendants of Ruben Orbeli for the right to use his name. Ruben had a dream of writing about the history of diving in 
ancient times. He had a command of 12 languages and had translated Leonardo da Vinci's manuscript and diving 
equipment drawings. This was not easy as Leonardo was left handed and wrote from right to left, and changed letters 
and syllables. Unfortunately Orbeli died in 1943. Orbeli's idea about a comprehensive history of diving is not so 
Utopian, concidering international efforts. There are many people in Russia who are interested in diving history and 
we shall be happy to collaborate with any foreign people or organizations. 
The history of diving in Russia is very interesting. I would like to mention the peasant Efim Niconov, who had 
made a project of autonomous diving equipment in 1719, Russian depth records of 200 meters in 1940 in a chamber 
and 300 meters in the open sea in 1956, and Gauzen's equipment of 1829, which is the official HDS Russia emblem. 
Unfortunately I cannot represent HDS Russia at Dr. Phil Nuytten's HDS meeting in Las Vegas. Maybe in the future a 
Russian scientist and historian who spends half the year in the USA can represent HDS Russia. I am most grateful to 
Dr. Chris Lambertsen, Richard Vann, Andy Lentz and Leslie Leaney and the American people for helping HDS 
Russia. 
Dr. Alexander Sledkov, Director of HDS Russia 
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The 100th Anniversary of the Russian Navy Diving Staff School. 1882-1982 
translated from the original Russian text of 
B. Maksimento and I. Oskolskij 
An undated photo of Russian navy divers marching in dress 
On May 5th, 1982 the Baltic Fleet Diving School at Kronstat celebrated its lOOth anniversary, having been founded 
in 1882. 
Prior to the establishing of the Kronstat school in Imperial Russia, no official military diving activities existed in 
the country. All prior diving operations were carried out by contract and amateur divers. 
Diving equipment first appeared in the Russian Navy in 1861 and the divers that worked on war ships were trained 
by civilian divers. These instructors did not always possess sufficient knowledge to adequately train the divers and at 
times they were reluctant to pass on their experience, and thereby weaken their employment position. 
As Russia built up her battle fleet and developed harbors, the demand for capable divers increased. Ships hus-
bandry and the recovery of mines and torpedoes were the main tasks that required divers, and it was for these specific 
duties that Kronstat was founded. 
The initial school was housed in a reconstructed food storage building. Trainee divers attended classes there but 
were billeted with the ships crews, a situation which caused several difficulties. It is amusing to note that prior to the 
Russian Revolution, the ships schedule had divers assisting in the ships chapel and in the stores and mess halls! 
The divers that graduated were well prepared, as can be evidenced by the range of sophisticated underwater tasks 
that they performed. A crew operated at depths of 45 meters under the control of the school's diving master, M. Sulc. 
During the mid 1890's, this crew participated in the raising ofthe sunken armored ships Gangut and General-Admiral 
Apraksins. 
The divers also played an exceptional role on the cruisers Zemcug and lzumrud during the navigation of the 
Russian Naval Squadron from Kronstat to the far east in 1904. During a storm in the Indian ocean the ship's rudders 
were damaged, and this could have delayed the squadron. However, the divers managed to repair the rudders at sea, 
thus avoiding a costly and time consuming visit to a port or dry-dock. The Squadron commander wrote in his report 
"Thanks (are due) to the brave divers which more than once pulled us out of troubles ..... " 
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time 700 divers and 
133 officers had 
been trained. A 
The Kronstat 
diving school quickly 
acquired a good 
reputation both in-
side and outside of 
Russia. This is sup-
ported by evidence 
that foreign countries 
sent their troops to be 
trained at Kronstat. 
In the school's ar-
chives is a cable 
from Greece, signed 
by Queen Olga, ex-
pressing her grati-
tude to the staff at the 
school for the warm 
welcome extended to 
School diving locker includes a one-atmosphere suit 
great number of 
technical devices 
and improvements 
had been intro-
duced and a scien-
tific thesis, manu-
als and regulations 
had all been pub-
lished. Among 
these early titles 
were "The Diving 
Activity Hand-
book" and "The 
Diving Rules and 
Diving Regula-
her sailors. 
During the school's first years numerous difficulties 
were experienced due to a lack of specialized text books, 
suitably qualified instructors and a general unawareness 
of underwater physiology. These circumstances spurred 
the school's early diving staff to undertake research and 
scientific activity. All the school's original diving equip-
ment and tools were of foreign origin but the school's 
experts eventually developed their own along with an 
organizational infrastructure. 
In 1885 an underwater lighting system was devel-
oped by Lieutenant Tveritinov, and marine sergeant 
Kolbajev constructed a diving pump and diver's tele-
phone. A doctor Sidlovski invented an automatic outlet 
(exhaust) valve that is still in use today in Russia and 
other countries around the world. Another doctor named 
Josipov teamed up with a machine engineer named 
Rodionov and manufactured an underwater camera. One 
of the school's commanding officers, Lieutenant Sulc, 
constructed an underwater metal tracker, and diving 
dresses and air hoses were also introduced. 
The techniques developed by the school eventually 
attracted the attention of several overseas companies. In 
1893 the school was invited to the World Exposition in 
Chicago, and in 1894 it went to Antverpen, where its div-
ing equipment was evaluated as the best available. In 1901 
the school participated in the World Exposition in Paris, 
where its exhibits were awarded a silver medal and 
diploma. 
The Kronstat school was founded prior to the devel-
opment of decompression tables and divers were making 
no-stop ascents at rates of approximately two meters a 
minute. Naturally there were frequent cases of caisson 
disease and school doctors who engaged in scientific re-
search contributed greatly to improved diving safety. The 
school celebrated its tenth anniversary in 1892, by which 
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tions" written by 
the First Range Captain, A. Kononov. 
World War I created numerous difficulties and school 
activities were severely interrupted. In 1914 no students 
fully completed their courses. The students completed 
only the diving theory portion of the course but some of 
them completed their practical course the following year. 
In 1917, the students, led by their teacher S.J. Sak, ac-
tively participated in the destruction of the bourgeois 
government. 
No trained divers were produced by the school in 
1918. The following is a note that was left by the All 
Russian Divers Union that was organized in the same year. 
"The Kronstat Diving School was dissolved and not 
attended by trainees (students), which basically raised the 
question of providing the profession with new person-
nel." 
The revolutionary process became quite disruptive 
and at the end of 1918 the school had been evacuated to 
Petrograd. This move was only temporary as it again re-
located in 1919 to Suratov. It then went to Kazanj and 
then to Voljsk where it remained until the end of 1921. 
Difficulties at the school were caused by lack of equip-
ment and installations, but the revolution also got in the 
way. Sometimes during training the students were re-
moved from their studies to engage in battle with the 
White Russian "bandits." 
By the end of 1921 the school had returned to 
Petrograd and eventually returned to its roots in Kronstat 
in April of 1922. Here new difficulties arose, mainly 
caused by the reconstruction of the school and base. These 
affected the diving training program. Up to the time of 
the Revolution, training had been carried out on the is-
lands of the Finnish Bay, in a region that now belongs to 
Finland. Deep water diving training was conducted at the 
island of Gogland which was reached in rowing boats 
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that traveled over the shallows of Finnish Bay. From 
Kronstat the school relocated to Sevastopol on the Black 
Sea. Here it was integrated into the school unit of the 
Black Sea Fleet. 
By this time other diving schools had been founded 
in Russia. In the early 1890's diving school Nacalniji Kursi 
Podvodnoj Sluzbi, NKPS (basic courses for underwater 
activities) had been established in Petro grad, and in 1925 
diving courses were organized at Ekspedicija Podvodnih 
Rabot Osobogo Naznacenia, or "EPRON" (Expedition 
for Underwater Works of a Special Purpose). This soon 
became the diving school of EPRON. 
In 1928 the former Kronstat diving school was joined 
with the EPRON school, and in 1930 the NKPS school 
was also integrated with them. These three schools be-
came united and adopted the name ofEPRON. An expe-
rienced expert and organizer named F. A. Spakovic was 
then appointed school commander and in 1931 the school 
was renamed The Military Naval Diving Technicum of 
EPRON. Under Spakovic's leadership a fine complex of 
school buildings was erected with additional premises for 
a workshop, club and more. The Diving Technicum soon 
became the scientific and research center for the devel-
opment of diving techniques. Diving physiology aimed 
at deep water diving was also studied, as was experimen-
tal work on submarine rescue. The Technicum staff kept 
close connections with various other developing scien-
tific and research institutions in Russia. 
By the mid-1930's, four Technicum diving cadets, 
V.G. Hmeljik, I.T. Certov, P.K. Spaj and N.A. Maksimec, 
made dives in excess of 100 meters, which at that time 
were considered to be record 
depths on compressed air. 
Also using air, divers L.F. 
Kobzar and V.I. Medvedev 
pushed the envelope by de-
scending to 150 meters. 
In 1935, a Permanent 
Commission, under the direc-
tion of Academy member 
L.A. Orbeli, teamed with 
members of the Technicum 
staff to review rescue proce-
dures. Together, this group 
supervised the diving tests 
using a German Neufeldt-
Kuhnke one atmosphere suit. 
Using this suit N.G. 
Scerbakov, the senior diving 
instructor, descended to a 
depth of 155 meters. 
In 1939, diver L.F. 
B.A. Ivanov and I.I. Viskrebencer from Leningrad, he 
reached a depth of 157 meters using an He02 mixture. 
By this time the school was becoming well known, and 
in the same year Vera Lazareva became the first female 
diver to graduate as a diver. She later went on to work 
with the Pacific Fleet. 
By 1941 WWII was underway and the school was 
moved to Astrahan. The staff and personnel participated 
in the defense of the town, guarding the large railroad 
bridge across the Volga and removing mines. 
In 1942 EPRON was absorbed into the Wreck-Res-
cue Service of the Soviet Navy and the Technicum was 
integrated into the Rescue School Unit. By the autumn of 
that year the unit was relocated to Bajkal. Conditions here 
were harsh as the unit premises had to operate with no 
heat in freezing weather. The divers were assisted by the 
Irkutsk local committee and by the local party organiza-
tion and were eventually located in the town school, rail-
way club and other buildings. The club became the divers' 
quarters and the other buildings were used as the schools' 
base. The divers constructed a large tank for lightweight 
suit diving. Ice diving to 45 meters was carried out with 
ventilating equipment. With the capable organizational 
abilities of F.A. Spakovic directing the unit, the numer-
ous obstacles were all eventually overcome. The team of 
dedicated diving instructors, comprised of P.S. 
Mackijevic, N.J. Selkov, P.K. Spuj, F.K. Handuk and oth-
ers trained hundreds of divers to qualifications at various 
levels. They also trained a batch of new instructors in 
diving lightweight equipment for the Soviet fleet. In the 
summer of 1944 the Wreck-Rescue School unit of the 
Navy returned to the fleet. 
Thanks to their great efforts the 
whole school was reconstructed: 
the buildings, the workshops, the 
equipment and the laboratory. 
During WWII many 
Technicum cadets had demon-
strated great bravery and hero-
ism. Among these were P.N. 
Nikoljski, L.P. Vikulov, P.N. 
Litinov, L.A. Bolhovitsu, I.S. 
Miscenko, S.E. Bulenkov, A.D. 
Razuvajev, A.I. Licmov, LN. 
Tikaljuk, and J. Bolgov. Theca-
dets, Major B.N. Tihonenko and 
3rd Range Captain P.I. Derzavin 
were awarded medals as Heroes 
of the USSR. 
Kobzar again went deep. With 
instructors and test divers 
Scuba safety diver watches three student 
helmet divers 
In 1946, the unit's long-serv-
ing commander, F. A. Spakovic, 
retired. He had become the div-
ing officer in 1907 at Kronstat 
and during his lengthy career had 
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A post-revolutionary photo, circa 1919-1921, of a group of Russian divers and their officers. 
spent over 10,000 hours underwater and participated in 
the raising of 25 ships. His replacement at the school was 
I st Range Captain A.I. Georski. It was also in 1946 that 
Soviet military authorities recognized the valuable con-
tributions that the school had made and awarded it the 
Red Flag of the Supreme Soviet Presidium of the USSR. 
On May 5th, 1947 the school celebrated its 65th an-
niversary. In the following years the training of divers 
continued under ever increasing demands. The school's 
procedures, teaching methods and quality of instructors 
were all reviewed. The cadets continued to perform with 
a great deal of sophistication and responsibility and were 
always brave and courageous. Among the outstanding 
staff was the diving expert P.N. Nikaljski, and divers A. 
I. Javljev, P.S. Gljsketsko, J.P. Korgajev, F.P. Kremljakov, 
N.A. Litvinov, B.P. Masnijev, V.A. Stopkin, D.S. Korpajev 
and J.S. Buranov. All ofthese were awarded medals and 
decorations. 
In the 1960s and 1970s the Diving School of the Black 
Sea Fleet received numerous awards from the naval au-
thorities. 
For 100 years the diving school has established an 
excellent reputation as a fine military school and it is proud 
of its great heritage. Over 40 veterans of the Great Patri-
otic War are still in service there. They actively partici-
pate in the training and education of future Soviet divers, 
transferring their great knowledge and experience on to 
the new generations. 
Upon completion of their navy service, many school 
graduates carry on their diving activities at various insti-
tutions around the country. The demand for such experts 
increases every year. To satisfy this requirement a course 
to educate divers to assist with the Soviet economy was 
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introduced in the mid 1960s. It was organized according 
to a system called DOSAAF. (Dobrovoljnoe Obscestvo 
Sodejstva Armiji Avijaciji and Floti: the voluntary asso-
ciation for co-operation with the army, airforce and navy). 
At the time of writing, this school is presently in opera-
tion in Voronjez. 
Editors note. This piece has been one of our more 
difficult articles to work with given the variance in trans-
lation, the military and educational terms, and the origi-
nal "style" of writing, which was done around mid 1960s, 
before the demise of the Soviet system. In editing it I 
have attempted to leave as much of the original transla-
tion intact but I would be greatly surprised if there were 
not some errors in the accuracy of the edited text. Hope-
fully any members that notice these will take the time to 
write in so that we can print the corrections in a future 
issue. Although it is nearly 20 years old, this is the only 
article we have ever received relating solely to Russian 
diving history. We felt that this glimpse of history behind 
the Iron Curtain was so rare in the Western world that the 
exposure of the story outweighed our difficulties in pre-
paring it and any errors in the translation and editing. We 
hope you agree. 
This article was originally published in the Russian 
magazine Sportsman Podvochick. The actual translation 
comes from an unidentified source in eastern Europe and 
was supplied by Leon Lyons and Franjo Zeljak. It has 
had some minor rewriting and editing by Leslie Leaney. 
The editors are indebted to HDS member Robert Finch 
for access to his original copy of Sportsman Podvochick 
and for his great patience while we prepared this article 
and to Oktonyc magazine for two of the images used here. 
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Antiques of the Sea 
22 years in the same location 
Open I lam-5pmFri., Sat. and Sun. or by appointment 
America's largest stock 
of 
antique diving equipment 
16811 Pacific Coast Highway at Broadway 
Sunset Beach, Calif 90742 
Original Deep Sea Diving Gear 
Original Russian Navy Deep Sea Divers Flashlights 
Solid Brass 8 inches long with 
detachable green and red lens 
filters. These are old Soviet 
Navy stock and show a little 
wear but are in good condition. 
$80 plus $5 US shipping, $12 
overseas. Cal residents add 
7.75% sales tax. 
Tel. 562-592-1752 fax 562-592-3026 
ericaos@ home.com 
Chinese Deep·Sea Diver Knife. Based on USN Mark V. 
Reverse serrated steel ..------------..., 
blade, wooden handle 
with screw-in solid 
brass sheath and 
leather strap. $120 plus 
$5 US shipping, $12 
overseas. CA residents ,__ ____ ....._....._....._....._......____, 
Russianhelmets,knivesandrelated equipment 
Chinese 12 bolt helmets and dresses 
Siebe Gorman AP 4 prong flashlights 
add 7.75% sales tax 
Limited supply on both items. 
First come first served 
Cliff Linder 
Pionsettia Collectibles 
554 E. Main Street, Ventura, CA 93001 
Phone 805-643-2934, E-mail CLi4523730@aol.com 
Sea Pearls is proud to sponsor Historical Diver Magazine 
Offering Top Line Dive Weights & Accessories 
AT LEADING DIVE STORES WORLDWIDE 
P. 0. BOX 204 • OSSEO, MN 55369 
1-800-328-3852 • FAX 612-424-2027 
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HDS-DEMA History of Rebreatbers Exhibit. Part 1 
by Sharon Readey 
The DEMA 2000 Show was the first of what we hope will be a continuing collaboration between the HDSUSA 
and DEMA in presenting the history of diving. Rebreathing technology was the theme for this years exhibit and 
special thanks are due to Paul Davis and Draeger Safety Products for their valued help with both sponsorship funds 
and equipment. The exhibit allowed current manufacturers an opportunity to view some of the classic designs of the 
past century and prove that the rebreather is not a "new" concept but a refinement and re-introduction of the original 
SCUBA systems. 
Earliest recorded discussions of a self-contained design go back to 1680 when Italian physicist and mathemati-
cian, Giovanni Borelli, suggested that the cooling properties of the surrounding water could be used to condense the 
impurities out ofthe diver's exhaled breath! In 1726 Stephen Hales introduced a chemical scrubber into the breathing 
cycle of mine rescue equipment- rebreathing technology was developing. A further 152 years passed before that 
technology leapt into the underwater world, as Englishman Henry Fluess patented a "portable underwater breathing 
apparatus." 
The HDSUSA displayed some original Fluess apparatus at the 1995 Tek 
show (see HDM#7 p11) but were unable to acquire any for this exhibition. We 
did manage to assemble a tidy collection of usable units but due to space re-
straints, were not able to display as much information about them as we would 
have liked. These articles in HOM are an attempt to correct that, so let's jump 
right in with the early oxygen rigs. 
One of the earliest rigs on show was the famous submarine escape appara-
tus. It is known as the "Momsen Lung" after its principle inventor Charles B. 
Momsen, who went on to later fame for his role in submarine safety and rescue 
of the crew of the submarine Squalus in 1939. This innovative design earned 
Momsen (then a Lieutenant) the Distinguished Service Medal. It was first tested 
on February 25, 1928 and accepted into US Navy service with a contract for 
seven thousand units in 1929. The other inventors were Chief Gunner Clarence 
Tibbals and civilian engineer Frank Hobson. Tibbals, Head of the Navy Diving 
School in Washington and a Navy Cross recipient for his role in the rescue of a; 
the S-4, further distinguished himself by conducting the USN's first nitrogen- ~ 
oxygen experiments (including one helium-oxygen dive). ~ 
The front mounted counterlung (breathing bag) housed an internal carbon "' Momsen Lung from Mark Howell's 
dioxide scrubber canister, and was of a rubberized canvas/stockinet construe- collection 
tion. The lung was filled via a Schrader valve from the submarine's own oxy-
gen cylinders, and an automatic overpressure flapper at the bottom edge vented 
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Colonel John. D. Craig's Desco Model A from the 
HDSUSA collection, 
donated by Leonard Greenstone 
expanding gas upon ascent. Dual hoses emerged from the top 
edge of the counterlung and supplied a closable mouthpiece -
thus the diver could maintain the oxygen content within his 
system prior to escape and further use the lung as a buoyancy 
device on the surface. 
This unit was loaned by HDS member Mark Howell, who 
discovered it in a Southern California swap meet in 1999. 
Three DESCO manufactured units were also displayed. The 
first of these was an early Model A unit that boasted a one-and-
three-quarter-hour maximum dive time and weighed 14lbs. This 
unit was widely available in the US into the 1950-60's, with 
adverts of the time referring to it as the "popular" and "sportster" 
model. Indeed, if you'd had the funds it would have cost you a 
princely sum of $97.00 for the complete deluxe outfit with ac-
cessories. It was the lowest cost rebreather available. The ab-
sorbent canister for the Model A is mounted vertically in the 
center of the breathing bag and uses a profiled plastic cartridge 
of Baralyme or soda lime. Twin oxygen bottles ride inverted 
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and parallel on either side of the canister, inside the bag. These are operated 
by means of a needle valve lever on the outside of the chest mounted lung, 
and this was used as a sales point as they would be free from saltwater con-
tamination. A single inhalation/exhalation hose attaches to a removable can-
ister cover with the overpressure relief valve and breathing bag shut -off valve 
both located in the mouthpiece. The unit requires a separate face mask for 
use underwater. The unit on display was the personal property of Col. John 
D. Craig, an early pioneer best known for his work with Max Gene Nohl and 
Dr. Edgar End on a self-contained helmeted mixed gas suit for a planned 
salvage of the LusiTANIA. Craig would later become a household name with 
his co-host Zale Parry on his TV show Kingdom of the Sea. The unit came 
from the HDSUSA collection and was donated by Leonard Greenstone. 
Two Model B 's, developed circa 1939 and nicknamed the "Browne lung" ii 
"0 
after their developer, Jack Browne, were shown. These units were used for ~ 
salvage work in Pearl Harbor at the beginning of World War II as they were ~ 
able to penetrate areas that were inaccessible to helmet divers. Later the de- g 
sign was adapted and ~ 
used by the U.S. Ma-
rine Corps. Beach Re-
con Platoons (1947). 
Desco Model B from Nick /corns 
National Underwater Museum 
Colonel John D. Craig's Desco Model B from the 
HDSUSA collection, 
Interestingly, both DESCO models came with a prepackaged 
baralyme "scrubber" cartridge, and the pre-dive checklist notes 
that the user should exhale/blow through the canister at least 
three times before completing installation, so as to remove any 
traces of dust caused by transport and handling. On the Model 
B the oxygen supply was mounted horizontally across the diver's 
stomach in an 8 cu. ft. cylinder which was rated to 1800 psi. 
Oxygen was manually controlled via a valve handle and needle 
valve directly into the right hand side of the counterlung. One 
unit was also used by Col. Craig and came from the HDSUSA 
collection and was donated by Leonard Greenstone, the other 
from Nick !com's Na-
donated by Leonard Greenstone tional Underwater 
Museum. 
The final unit in the first case was from the MINE SAFETY APPLI-
ANCES CO., of PITTSBURGH, PA and designated the Shallow Water Div-
ing Apparatus A-54. One of the original mine safety equipment manufactur-
ing firms in the USA, MSA worked closely with the Bureau of Mines in 
developing self-contained oxygen breathing apparatus for working in inhos-
pitable atmospheres. By 1920 MSA had bought the rights to manufacture the 
Gibbs/Bureau of Mines unit and by 1938 was in production of more than a 
half dozen oxygen rebreather designs. During WWII MSA produced the 
McCaa/MSA fire fighting units for the U.S. Navy and gas mask conversions 
for surface supplied underwater work. Adapted circa 1950-1954, this system 
was a natural progression for the company and boasted an hour's duration 
and performance similar to that of the DESCO B. This unit was also used by 
Col. Craig, and came from the HDSUSA collection. It was donated by Leonard 
Greenstone. 
The DEMA-HDS Museum was organised by DEMA's Patty Tredeau and 
the HDS 's Director Kent Rockwell. The exhibit was co-ordinated for the HDS 
by Kent Rockwell, Sharon and Peter Readey, Tracey Tobinette and Nick /corn. 
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Colonel John D. Craig's M.S.A. A-54 
from the HDSUSA collection, donated by 
Leonard Greenstone 
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Libby Langstroth 
Over the past 15 years, as they approached 50, many of 
my friends stopped diving or, at the very least,. stopped diving 
in local waters. Libby Langstroth, however, didn't start div-
ing until she was 54. And, the majority of her diving wasn't 
done in warm, calm tropical waters but the cold (52°F), fre-
quently rough and not so clear waters of Monterey Bay, Cali-
fornia. 
Elizabeth Ann Richards was born June 6, 1921 in Berke-
ley, California. She was always called Libby, after a favorite 
great great aunt. Her father was a surgeon, her mother, a house-
wife and violinist. Libby is the middle child. She has an older 
brother, Dexter, and a younger sister, Jean. 
Libby learned to love the ocean as a child, sailing with 
her family off San Francisco, the Channel Islands and Baja 
Mexico's Todos Santos Islands. Reading books by William 
Beebe, an American biologist and explorer who was a 
co-inventor of the bathysphere, got her interested in biology. 
Beebe's research was meticulous; "his books on birds, fishes 
and insects were full of charm and fascinating observations," 
according to one encyclopedia. 
When Libby was about 14 years old, she and Dexter (who 
Libby Lanstroth and her brother in 1934 
became a surgeon) built the copper diving helmet that illustrates this article. It was patterned after one designed by 
William Beebe. They used it in the family swimming pool and the yacht harbor. In the photograph, that's Libby 
manning (or womaning) the bicycle pump that supplied the helmet with air. 
Although very much interested in diving and the sea, Libby's life led her down a different path. She earned her 
Bachelor's degree in anthropology from UC Berkeley and her Master's in Physical Anthropology from the University 
of Chicago in 1946. 
That same year, Libby married Theodore McCown, who taught prehistoric archaeology at Berkeley. They had 
three daughters, Ann, Jean and Faith, and Libby stayed home to raise them. Although she didn't have a paying job 
outside the home, the whole family participated in archaeological research in India. Later, she worked on a project that 
designed the childproof bottle caps that bedevil us all. 
At 48 years of age Libby was widowed. She went back to UC Berkeley for her Ph.D., which she had just received 
when she was invited to a dinner party. The hostess told Libby there would be a doctor at the party that she thought 
Libby should meet. Libby protested. She wasn't interested in meeting doctors or lawyers, she said, she wanted to meet 
people who went out and did things; people such as anthropologists and archaeologists. She went to the dinner party 
anyway and was introduced to Lovell Langstroth, a doctor of internal medicine. He made a very favorable impression 
on Libby when he told her he was a scuba diver-she had always wanted to become one herself (although she didn't 
tell him that!). Six weeks after they started dating, in the middle of Libby's scuba certification course in 1975, they got 
married. Says Libby, "We just knew," getting married was the right thing to do. She was 54, Lovell was 59. 
Lovell had learned to dive in 1968. His instructor was AI Giddings, then owner of the Bamboo Reef Dive store in 
San Francisco. Libby's instructor was "Augie" Ozolin, of the Bamboo Reef in Hayward. Libby was the oldest person 
in her scuba class. When she had trouble clearing her snorkel, she practiced in the bathtub, shooting water all over the 
bathroom. Her checkout dive was at Monterey's notoriously treacherous Monastery Beach. 
Lovell didn't have as much diving experience as Libby expected, but they did a lot more diving after they were 
married. From their home in Berkeley they traveled to dive in Monterey, the Channel Islands and the Caymans. 
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When Lovell retired in 
1980, they moved to Monterey, 
buying a house above Pt. Lobos. 
They audited several courses in 
marine biology at Moss Land-
ing Marine Lab and Hopkins 
Marine Station (next door to the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium). Dur-
ing Chuck Baxter's sub-tidal 
ecology course at Hopkins they 
had to be at the station in their 
wetsuits at 8:00 am every day 
for six weeks, making one and 
sometimes two dives. 
eral marine biology books, told 
them they should write a book. 
They did, sending the chapters 
out for review by various ex-
perts. 
Their book soon grew much 
larger than Gotshall's Sea Chal-
lengers publishing format and 
the Langstroths began looking 
for another publisher. The book 
was ultimately accepted for pub-
lication in July of 1997 by UC 
Press. 
While they were casual 
divers before that course, upon 
its completion they were dedi-
cated divers. They bought an 
inflatable, equipped it with a six 
horse power motor and launched 
it from sites all over the 
Monterey Peninsula. In the next 
16 years, they made 650 dives 
in Monterey Bay alone. They 
Libby and Lovell in their Zodiac 1986 
Entitled A Living Bay: The 
Underwater World of Monterey 
Bay, the book will be published 
in October 2000. It will contain 
182 pages of text as well as 240 
photos, all but about a dozen 
taken by the Langstroths. Some 
of the animals were photo-
graphed underwater, others were 
photographed up to 14 times life 
supplemented their California diving with trips to the Indo 
Pacific, diving Truk, Palau, the Coral Sea, Papua New 
Guinea, the Philippines and Indonesia. They also dived 
in Maine and the Caribbean. 
Both Langstroths are underwater photographers. 
Lovell used a housed SLR camera, he gave Libby a 
Nikonos III in 1980. They had taken a University of Cali-
fornia extension course on scientific photography, so 
Libby knew how to use extension tubes, now she took 
that knowledge underwater. Her favorite set-ups were the 
1:2 and 2: 1 extension tubes and framers but she also used 
a 15mm lens. 
After taking classes in black and white and 
Cibachrome printing at Monterey Peninsula College, the 
Langstroths set up a darkroom in their home. 
When the Monterey Bay Aquarium opened, the 
Langstroths had a large portfolio of photographs from 
the area and about 50 of their prints were chosen to grace 
the facility's walls. The Langstroths have been volunteer 
guides at the aquarium since it opened. 
Libby's and Lovell's photographs have been on ex-
hibit in natural history museums in the USA and Canada. 
They have had articles and photos published in Natural 
History and Pacific Discovery magazines. 
The Langstroths are members of the Monterey Pen-
insula Underwater Photographers (MPUP) and the North-
ern California Underwater Photographic Society. In 1994 
they gave a slide show for MPUP entitled Sex in the Kelp 
Bed. It was a very well attended meeting. Afterward, fel-
low member, Dan Gotshall, author and publisher of sev-
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size in the Langstroth's dark-
room using an Olympus camera with bellows. 
The book describes different events in the life of or-
ganisms in the bay and encompasses seven regions from 
the beach to the canyon. I have no doubt it will be the 
authority on Monterey Bay marine life for decades to 
come. Libby and Lovell dived together for 21 years, they 
only stopped three years ago, when she was 75 and he 
was 80. They also moved from their house above Pt. Lo-
bos to a retirement cottage in Pacific Grove. There, the 
beautiful underwater photographs that hang on the wall 
are constant reminders of their diving years. (And I sus-
pect their car is the only one in that compound that bears 
a DAN sticker on the rear bumper!) 
The Langstroths remain active in MPUP and as guides 
at the Monterey Bay Aquarium. They still enjoy each 
other's company even after 24 years of marriage. Lovell 
is tall and thin with a thatch of silver hair; Libby is petite 
and equally thin with a thick mass of blond-white hair, 
which she wears short. Both Langstroths remain physi-
cally agile and their minds are tack sharp. Between them 
they have five daughters, four grandchildren and one great 
grandchild. They know, I think, exactly what Robert 
Browning meant when he wrote: "Grow old along with 
me! The best is yet to be." 
Think you're too old to do something you've always 
wanted to do? Perhaps you should reconsider. Libby 
Langstroth didn't start diving until she was 54 and her 
first book won't be published until she's 79. Maybe it's 
not too late for you, either! 
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The D.I. Y. Diver 
A record of homemade diving equipment compiled by Peter Jackson 
How A Couple Of Teenagers Got Under The Detroit River 45 Years Ago 
by Don Slack 
The following, to the best of my 
recollection, is an account of building 
and using a homemade diving lung 
sometime around 1955. 
As teenagers, my friend Roy 
Carlson and I were of the same mind; 
that being how to pursue our favorite 
pastimes of boating and beach-going 
and still make enough money to avoid 
summertime jobs and other entrapments 
which would seriously distract from 
said activities. The book The Silent 
World, which was more or less our Bible 
at that time, pointed the way. If we could 
just get some diving equipment we 
could, no doubt, find many valuables 
lost in a nearby waterway, namely the 
Detroit River. 
fitted with a party noise maker as an 
exhaust valve. 
After some searching we found one 
Aqua Lung for sale in J. L. Hudson's, a 
downtown Detroit department store. 
However the $160.00 price for tank and 
regulator was well beyond our means. 
Our search then lead us to a Popular 
Science Magazine, which contained 
plans on how to build your own diving 
lung (See HDM#21, The D.I.Y. Diver). 
The D.!. Y. Diver. Don Slack preparing to 
dive in the Detroit River 
One concern was the fragile ap-
pearance of the regulator diaphragm. 
It was not much thicker than the mod-
ern shopping bag and made of natural 
rubber which would tear easily. I ap-
proached my father with this problem 
and the next day he handed me a much 
more suitable diaphragm which we 
used. It was heavier convex shaped 
rubber and had a wide outer rim that 
could be trimmed off and fitted to the 
regulator. When I asked him what it 
was used for he seemed hesitant and 
finally said he thought it was some sort 
of jar cover. Being convinced we 
should have one or two spares on hand 
and knowing he obtained it at the cor-
ner drug store, I proceeded to the store 
with diaphragm in hand to get some 
more. You can imagine the embarrass-
ment of a 17-year-old kid when ex-
plaining to the pretty young drug store 
clerk that he didn't know what this 
thing was but needed some more, then 
The plan specified war surplus parts which were still in ample 
supply in 1955. Two 1800 p.s.i. aviator oxygen tanks, and a 
diluter demand aviator regulator strapped to a piece of sheet 
metal made up the unit. However the $40 to $60 for parts from 
army surplus stores still was a push for our budget. 
We then found an ad in a newspaper run by a small army 
surplus store across town in west side Detroit. "Build your own 
diving lung, we supply all that is required for $19.95" read the 
ad. Now this was more like it. We immediately hopped on a bus 
across town. The fellow at the store assured us "sure these things 
work great." What we got for our $19.95 were two yellow, 500 
cubic inch, 500 p.s.i. aviation oxygen tanks, a bail-out type regu-
lator typically used in WWII bombers, a household 1/4" pipe 
tee, elbows and nipples from a local plumbing store, and a couple 
of breathing hoses. (NOTE: Based on information and pictures 
in Historical Diver No. 16, Summer 1998, page 28, the regula-
tor was a type A -13 [AN -6022-1] and the two tanks were D-2 
cylinders.) 
Using pictures in The Silent World as a design guide, we 
made up the unit. The tanks were connected with the 1/4" pip-
ing and a metal strap fitted around to lower end. One-inch can-
vas webbing with quick release D rings made up the harness. 
We were aware, as pointed out in The Silent World, that exhaust 
air had to be carried back and released next to the regulator 
diaphragm to avoid free flowing. This was done using the sec-
ond breathing hose. The end was strapped to the regulator and 
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suddenly realizing by the expression 
on her face and other deductive reasoning what the diaphragm 
was normally used for! 
Completion of the diving lung lead to another dilemma. 
How to get it filled. Fortunately the bail-out regulator was fitted 
with a fill stem of similar size and type used on auto tires. We 
learned that day that most gas stations in town limited their tire 
filling pressure to 150 p.s.i. We did find one that got our lung up 
to 170 p.s.i. Not to be discouraged by a partial fill we headed to 
the river bank. It was then we began to suspect the surplus store 
had not completely tested their product. The thing was about 35 
pounds positive buoyant and there was no way we were going 
to get below the surface. Back to the drawing board. At a local 
junk yard we bought a piece of steel shafting several feet long 
and 2 inches or so in diameter. After long bouts with a hack saw 
and more bolting and strapping, two lengths of shafting totaling 
about 40 pounds were fastened between the tanks. Now we had 
a working diving lung. It weighed about 55 pounds and pro-
vided 5 to lO minutes dive time depending on how much time 
you held your breath during the dive. 
The next improvement involved finding a way to fill the 
lung to its full 500 p.s.i. rating. About this time war surplus 
outlets advertised extensively in the back of magazines such as 
Popular Mechanics. It was there we found a Cornelius 0.4 
s.c.f.m., 1500 p.s.i., 3 stage compressor used on WWII fighter 
planes to operate gun pneumatics, etc. They were selling for 
about $20. This project was getting expensive but we decided 
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to proceed anyway. When our compressor arrived by mail we discovered it 
required 27 volts DC to run it. Our solution was to attach a pulley atop the fan 
and drive it by an old washing machine motor we had. Unfortunately this ran 
the compressor at about 1/3 its rated speed so it delivered about 0.12 s.c.f.m. 
instead of the rated 0.4 s.c.f.m. After finding a C clamp large enough to clamp 
the fill hose to the regulator fill stem, and getting enough hose clamps on the 
hose so the end fittings didn't keep blowing off, we were able to get our full 
500 p.s.i. fill. Fill time was about 2 hours. Now we had a lung that gave us 15 
to 20 minutes dive time. 
Many enjoyable hours were spent that summer diving with the lung in the 
Detroit River at the end of Alter Road in Michigan. The fortune we accumu-
lated consisted of fishing tackle lost by fisherman casting off the river bank in 
the public park. The summer netted a bucket full of lead sinkers and a couple 
buckets of lures. We eventually sold the lot to a local bait and tackle shop for 
$5. 
Diving was in 10 to 20 feet of water. Diving conditions were interesting. 
The clean water act was not fully implemented back then. Visibility was one to 
two feet. On good days it got up to four. Various things occasionally floated by 
including human waste. 
Despite the conditions it was fun. We perceived it as a prelude to great 
adventures ahead. 
Many thanks to my friend Roy; a partner in dreams and still my closest 
friend. And many thanks to my parents. Not many parents were wise enough 
(or foolish enough) to let their kids do this stuff. 
The author. Don survived his experiments and is now the President of 
Aqua Environment Inc., P.O. Box 935, Stinson Beach, CA 94970. His company 
specializes in Valves, Seals, Regulators and Engineering Services. Don is a 
Founding Benefactor of The Historical Diving Society USA. 
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Captain William H. Taylor 
Another Early American Diving Pioneer 
by Peter Dick 
The drawing attached to the US patent specification filed by William H. Taylor of New York in 1838 (No. 578, June 
20, 1838) presents something akin to the Tin Man from the Wizard of Oz, complete with a wild looking face peering out 
of the window. Did the artist have a sense of humor, we ask ourselves? 
0 
Patent by W H. Taylor for Diving Armor, No. 578, Patented June 20, 1838 
Beyond this the specification describes a tin, sheet iron or copper body 19 inches diameter and 32 in. long, suitably 
weighted with lead, to be put on over the head. Metal trousers then pulled on over it and the join covered by a leather seal 
tightly bound in place. Spiral springs, which allowed joint movement, also were covered in leather to keep them water-
tight. 
There were to be many pressure resistant armor designs for use at great depth later in the century, most of which never 
reached operational status. However, the presence of bound wrist and ankle seals, an air supply and an exhaust system, 
point to Taylor's design being more of an armored 'closed' dress, for use in the relative shallows. On which basis it begs 
comparison with the early flexible diving dresses (ref. 1), which by the mid-1830s were well on the way to establishing 
themselves as a cost effective alternative to the statically positioned diving bell. 
With his armor, Taylor was undoubtedly looking for a way into this potentially lucrative work place. Yet it was not the 
first such gear patented in America. That was by John Campbell (November 30, 1835), who used armor covering the 
chest, worn under a flexible dress. If we ask why Campbell and Taylor opted to use armor, one reason has to be that 
Leonard Norcross had already patented the flexible 'closed' dress. Though it may also be that armor addressed practical 
problems specific to early flexible dress use. 
Air pumps of the 1830s almost certainly had operational problems, which translated into variations or pulses in the 
air supply pressure. Present evidence points to a one-way valve on the air inlet only appearing at the end of the decade, 
before which those variations were free to transmit downwards into the diving dress with maximum effect. 
The Deane brothers in England used a full length waterproof dress. Over this they pulled a helmet attached to an 
'open' flexible spenser, into which the water level could rise and fall in time with the pressure pulses (ref. 2). By compari-
son, Norcross's flexible dress enclosed him from head to toe. Unlike the Deanes, he could (in theory) tum a somersault, 
but it left his body open to a full pressure squeeze whenever the supply pressure dropped. 
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There is a good chance then, that these 'closed' armored 
designs were intended to protect the diver against the ef-
fects of a bad squeeze. Though, while Taylor's full armor 
protected the whole body, Campbell's earlier gear only pro-
tected the chest beneath the flexible dress. The dotted line 
on his patent specification drawing shows that his dress 
was free to expand and contract in use. 
Worst-case scenarios aside, from the amount of diving 
work undertaken in the early flexible diving dresses, we 
know that the air pumps must have worked acceptably well 
most of the time and provide enough air at depth. To con-
trol their buoyancy, excess air had to be allowed to escape 
from the dresses in a controlled manner. Like the one-way 
inlet valves, mechanical exhaust valves (ref. 3) only came 
into general use at the end of the decade. Before that, the 
Deanes, Norcross, Campbell, and Taylor all used a short 
flexible exhaust tube hanging downwards, with its end 
around lower chest level. Any back pressure nipped it shut, 
effectively stopping the 'closed' gear from flooding. Un-
fortunately, this arrangement would also have left the lower 
part of the flexible dresses (including Campbell's gear), 
below the end of the tube, under a continual minor squeeze. 
Undoubtedly a cold and uncomfortable feature of their use. 
In analysis then, Taylor's armor not only avoided a di-
rect squeeze on the diver, but had a fixed volume which 
controlled buoyancy. Apart from which, it trapped an insu-
lating layer of air which would have helped keep the diver 
relatively warm. On the down side, its bulk and rigidity 
would have hampered movement and there was a good 
chance of one of its many weak points (joints, etc.) leaking 
or failing completely under excessive external pressure due 
to depth. 
It also came towards the end of a progressive develop-
ment phase in early 'closed' dress design. This phase ended 
in England with Augustus Siebe's highly successful gear 
( 1840), which also featured a pump submerged in a water 
bath and mechanical inlet and outlet helmet valves. How-
ever, although this phase should be considered common to 
both sides of the Atlantic due to a free flow of information 
and ideas by way of magazine articles (ref. 4), it seems 
that armor was a wholly American idea. 
That really defines the position of Taylor's gear in the 
development of contemporary 'closed' gear, and there is 
not much more to be said about it. Or so I thought, until 
HDS member Bill Braithwaite (ref. 5) came across a news-
paper article Descent in a Diving Bell written by a Fayette 
Robinson in the first issue of The Illustrated Monthly Cou-
rier (Philadelphia), dated Saturday, July 1, 1848, in which 
he described a dive Robinson made with Taylor 'some few 
years since.' While Robinson was undoubtedly coaxed into 
the dive for publicity purposes, it was not a one-off dem-
onstration, as his report alludes to well established diving 
procedures. 
It is of particular interest that they descended in an 
open diving bell. Once on the bottom, they put on the ar-
mor (gear which by this time seems to have been com-
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pletely covered in waterproof material), secured an air sup-
ply to it, then exited and walked around outside. This was 
an equal pressure solution to working at depth, with the 
armor subjected to little if any excess water pressure above 
that inside the bell, thus minimizing the chance of leaks. 
Taylor was not the first to successfully perform a bell 
'lock -out.' However, that is another far more involved story. 
What is more important is that Leonard Norcross can no 
longer be considered a stand alone pioneer of early Ameri-
can diving, as Taylor was clearly running successful div-
ing operations at least by the early 1840s, perhaps the late 
1830s. 
Hopefully, further research will uncover more of 
Taylor's story and a catalogue of the work he undertook. 
Who knows? Someone could uncover evidence which puts 
J.R. Campbell in the same light. Or details of the 'Marine 
Dress for Descending in the Water' of Fowler Smith and 
Lewis S. Steel of Norfolk, Virginia (patented April 23, 
1835), for which neither specification nor drawing exist. 
It would be unfair to edit Robinson's article, so judge 
it for yourselves. Read the account of a dive made over 
150 years ago, which seems as fresh as if it had been writ-
ten yesterday. Believe or disbelieve what you will, while 
noting that the thirty fathoms (180-ft) probably comes down 
to journalistic license and that in a polite era no reference 
is made to any after effects experienced during the final 
ascent, as a result of drinking bubbly wine at depth. 
DESCENT IN A DIVING BELL 
By Fayette Robinson 
The Illustrated Monthly Courier, Saturday July 1, 1848 S orne few years since, when the sub-marine armor of Captain Taylor first attracted attention, it was 
my good fortune to become acquainted with him. In 
the course of conversation he invited me to accompany 
him, in a descent he purposed to make to the bottom of the 
Potomac, for the purpose of exhibiting the facilities afforded 
by his invention for the exploration of the wonders beneath 
the surface of the water. I need not say that I gladly ac-
cepted the invitation and proceeded at once with a number 
of friends to the banks of the river, where lay his vessel 
and the whole apparatus. On that occasion I went down in 
his bell, but was not fortunate enough to wear the armor. 
Some months after, I met Captain Taylor in a northern 
city, and learned that he was about to make another de-
scent, for the purpose of examining the bottom of the har-
bor on which it was purposed to erect a work of cost and 
importance. On my offering to accompany him, he at once 
consented. 
The day was cold and inclement, and the surface of 
the water was disturbed by a violent east wind. The object 
of the expedition required secrecy, and therefore, few or 
no persons were present, other than the workmen employed 
in wielding the apparatus. After a brief delay, we were sum-
moned by the Captain to take our places in the bell. This 
was an ungainly-looking structure, the contour of which 
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was not unlike a cone or the egg of Columbus, without any 
angles or horizontal corners to prevent its ready descent 
into or easy extrication from the water. Within it were vari-
ous seats and benches for our accommodation, on some of 
which lay the armor in which we were to apparel ourselves 
below. On the bench lay several of the minor creature com-
forts necessary for persons who were about to proceed so 
far as we wished to. 
We fixed ourselves in the bell, and after bidding adieu 
to those above, descended rapidly to the bottom of the har-
bor. My feelings were strange. Thirty fathoms of water 
rolled above us, and the bell swung to and fro in the strong 
current. We were suspended by but a frail cable, and as it 
were, isolated from all the world. In the strain of feeling 
thus awakened, I could have long indulged, but was re-
called to recollection by the voice of the Captain, who said, 
'Come lads, dress yourselves.' The huge suits of armor were 
taken down, and pulling on the boots, we stepped where 
man certainly never stood before. One by one we put on 
the body pieces, armlets and helmet, riveting together the 
joints by a process which to me was very strange, and which 
I regret I have not a sufficient knowledge of mechanics to 
explain. The front of the visor was composed of glass, which 
permitted us to see each other distinctly. Our appearance 
was grotesque indeed. Great river-gods, marine monsters, 
mermen, or porpoises, we might have been taken for, but 
certainly not men. The armor, made of some fibre satu-
rated with caoutchouc, had a green tinge, and the huge feet 
needed to contain our heavy water boots, made us seem to 
fulfill all the requisitions of the definition of marine ani-
mals in old books of natural history, which say, 'They are 
all web-footed.' 
I had expected that so soon as the rim of the huge bell 
had been submerged we would be in utter darkness, and 
was most agreeably surprised to find that though the light 
was subdued, we were yet able not only to see each other, 
but to read distinctly. This I tested by the brand on a cham-
pagne bottle, which I clearly ascertained to be a bunch of 
grapes and the mystic words, Sillery-Mousseux. The only 
unpleasant feeling experienced, was a pain in the ear, which 
was annoying enough for a time, but was relieved by swal-
lowing the air. To what physiological law this is to be at-
tributed I do not know. 
After a brief delay, caused by the necessity of fasten-
ing to the tops of the helmets the conduits which were to 
enable us to obtain fresh air, we stepped from under the 
cover of the bell. Above us the water was rough and turbid, 
and much to my surprise, I found the depths undisturbed. 
For a moment all was indistinct, as if we stood in the midst 
of smoke or mist. After a few moments, gradually becom-
ing accustomed to the new medium, I was enabled to look 
around me. We were in a new world. Far before us lay the 
smooth sand, and shells of every kind known in our waters 
were scattered on it. Bones of more than one sea-monster 
were in sight, and here and there a jutting rock afforded us 
a seat. A mere pleasure-seeker, while my companions were 
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Patent by J. R. Cambell for a Diving Dress, 
patented Nov. 30, 1836 
engaged in the business of the descent, I wandered around 
the bell, with the curiosity of a child permitted to stray 
through scenes from which it had been previously excluded. 
At last, Captain Taylor returned to the bell, and pulling a 
cord to attract attention, sent up in a sack of India-rubber a 
note requiring that the position of the bell should be 
changed. His orders were promptly obeyed, and he soon 
resumed his researches in a new direction. We returned to 
the bell, which is a kind of workshop or atelier, and while 
the Captain and his assistant were making their arrange-
ments, the cork of the aforesaid Sillery was drawn, and the 
contents of the bottle drank to the memory of the upper 
world. 
A huge vessel lay near to the spot where the schooner, 
from which the bell was lowered, had anchored. We walked 
along her sides, and though many feet removed from us, 
we were able to distinguish every seam of the fastening 
and the head of every bolt. We walked around the anchor, 
and the Captain rapped with his hammer one of the solid 
links of the chain cable, which instead of the clear musical 
metallic note with which we are familiar, sounded as dully 
as a ring of wood. 
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Of all the phenomena, however, of this lower world, 
the strangest was the wonderful combination of sounds 
which rang in our ears. Though the plane of the water in 
which we were, seemed unmoved, it was because we had 
nothing with which we could compare it, and because its 
course was too steady to produce any vibration in the frail 
things strewn around us, it had bent to its will. The waters 
still had their current, and their motion was accompanied 
by a low murmur, like nothing else. In modulations it was 
not unlike the wind, but the character of the tone was alto-
gether different. I had expected nothing of this kind, hav-
ing rather been prepared to grope in silence and darkness, 
than to see and hear so much that was rich and rare. I have 
no fish-story to tell, much to my own disappointment, for I 
fancied I should see rock, sea-bass, and bonitos swimming 
about perhaps 
'Trout and salmon 
Playing at backgammon;' 
and mullets and perch, most mischievously flapping their 
tails against our apparatus, as if to inquire what new mon-
sters were come to the depth of the waters, and why. After 
passing perhaps some forty-five minutes or an hour in the 
deep, we returned to earth. I brought up with me a stone 
hatchet, some member of the Lenni-Lenape had dropped 
centuries ago, and which is now deposited side by side with 
the pair of buckskin inexpressibles, Carabous made for the 
father of his country, and which John Donkey presented to 
the Historical Society. 
More of Peter Dick's research into early American div-
ing can be found in "Connections between American and 
British Diving Patents, 1800-1840" in Historical Diver is-
sue 12. 
Notes and References 
1. By 'early,' we mean in comparison with the flexible 
dress gear brought to perfection by Augustus Siebe from 
1840 on. 
2. The Deanes employed internal helmet plumbing 
which assured that their helmet could never flood com-
pletely, provided they stayed upright. See, The Deane's 
Other Diving Helmet?, by Peter Dick, in Historical Diving 
Society Newsletter (UK), August and November 1995, Nos. 
13 & 14. 
3. First proposed by John Fraser, in his UK 1835 patent 
specification. 
4. Explored in "Connections between American and 
British Diving Patents, 1800-1840," by Peter Dick, in His-
torical Diver, Summer 1997, No. 12. 
5. Bill Braithwaite is descended from the Braithwaite 
brothers, highly successful English bell, rigid armor divers 
and salvors who worked internationally during the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
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Dive Into History, Monterey, California 
Article and photos by Bonnie Cardone 
Kirby s single cylinder Siebe 
Gorman with Ford model A wheels 
Saturday, October 16, dawned bright 
and clear in Monterey. When I arrived at 
Whaler's Cove, Bob Kirby already had his 
1911 Japanese helmet and his 1936 Siebe-
Garman compressor set up. 
The Australian HDS members who 
would dive the helmet were getting ready. 
Bob Ramsay went first. As paparazzi 
snapped photos, he dressed in, with the help 
of Bob Kirby and another man. I'm not an 
expert on hardhat gear, ancient or modem, 
but I've never seen red chaps before or a 
harness that uses horseshoes for weights. 
Finally the helmet was locked in place and 
Ramsay headed down the boat ramp with 
his Aussie buddies holding his arms so he 
wouldn't slip. 
Ramsay made his dive and returned. He 
reported that visibility was not great. (There was high surf in most of the area, 
Bob Kirby and Danny Williams 
dress Bob Ramsay 
although protected Whaler's Cove was calm.) Ramsay took all of the gear off and Danny Williams dressed in. His dive 
was cut short because of a dive emergency. Ranger Jerry Loomis had to launch the Pt. Lobos inflatable and pick up a 
possible bends case from a dive boat just outside the cove. This was accomplished without incident. After the para-
medics spirited the bends case away (she was fine and didn't need chamber treatment), Graham Wier dressed in and 
made a dive. 
Several people took turns pumping air to the divers via a "heavily modified compressor" (Bob Kirby's words) 
whose wheels originally graced a Model A automobile. Apparently manning the compressor is hard work-the tum-
over in personnel (pun intended) was rapid. All three Aussies looked as if they knew what they were doing. When I 
expressed that feeling, I found out they had practiced using the gear in a pool. 
Bob Kirby told me the equipment will be used in a flick called Lady Gold Diver. He's working on the script for the 
movie, which will be shot in black and white without sound. 
Near noon, a couple of other HDS members made dives using ancient scuba gear. Had I known I was going to 
write this, I would have found out who they were! 
Danny Williams 
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Following the actual dives, lunch was served on the Hudson House lawn. Once 
again, Jerry Loomis, et al, outdid themselves and the barbecue chicken and beef 
were delicious. We had cake for dessert, browsed the table of HDS products (and 
memberships) Andy Lentz was selling, then filed into the house for presentations 
by Bill Wilson and Dick Anderson. 
Bill Wilson's presentation, complete with slides, was on California shipwrecks. 
Bill, a member of California Wreck Divers, is an authority on the subject, having 
dived and researched said wrecks for more than two decades. 
Next, Dick Anderson (diving's Will Rogers) showed an hilarious movie on 
gold dredging. Shot in black and white with no sound, it is vintage Anderson. He 
is a one-man wonder, writing, directing, filming and starring in the movie. After-
ward, Dick told us funny stories. He has hundreds of them and it's an understate-
ment to say he enjoys telling them. We would still be there listening to his mono-
logues if he had his way! 
It was a fun day. I took some time before lunch and after the speakers to hike 
Pt. Lobos. It's a beautiful area and extremely photogenic. This is the second 
Monterey Dive Into History I've attended. If you've never been to one of these, 
you should. It's a chance to see a working equipment group in action, get great 
photos and meet a lot of interesting people. 
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INFORMATION WANTED 
Correspondence has been edited 
Shallow water pump from HDM 21. 
I took the attached photos in the Florida Keys in August, 1999. 
The pump in HDM 21 seems to be the same as the one in my 
picture. Behind the handle is a photograph of Art McKee with 
his foot on a Miller-Dunn style 3 Divinhood. The implication is 
that the pump was used with the helmet, but I do not know this 
for certain. The same style pump was recently available in an 
ebay auction. It was described as "Signed and dated Wm. Boekel 
Phila. Pat. Jan. 19 1904 with a large "B' in a circle" and sold for 
$336. The shop in the Keys was located below Key Largo and 
had a museum that sold treasure coins etc. 
Michael D. Giltzow 
Boise, Idaho 
I have the same pump shown in HDM 21. I believe it was origi-
nally designed as a mechanics pump used to pump heavy oils in 
a vehicle transmission or rear end. I was also led to believe that 
it was used to fill truck tires with air. The one I have has very 
heavy gear oil on the bottom. I bought it as a shallow water 
pump and it came with a Jack Browne mask. 
Bob Rusnak 
Sound Beach, New York. 
Museum Displays -----
The HDSUSA is currently working with several muse-
ums on displays relating to diving history. We are actively seek-
ing donations of equipment to assist with these projects. Do-
nations of equipment to HDSUSA are tax deductible. All dis-
played items will have a printed acknowledgement of the 
donor's name and donors will receive printed 
acknowledgement from HDSUSA. For more information con-
tact the following HDSUSA members.The suitable type of 
donation is in brackets. 
Long Island Maritime Museum, New York. The History of 
Diving Exhibition. (All diving related items) Contact Bob 
Rusnak at 516-744-8439 
Musee Espalion, France. HDSUSAAmerican Diving Equip-
ment Exhibition. (American made diving equipment) Contact 
Leslie Leaney or Sammy Oziel at 805-692-0072 
Ocean Futures Center, Santa Barbara. Ocean Futures/ 
HDSUSA Cousteau Family and Underwater Photograhy Dis-
play. (Items relating to the Cousteau Family and Underwater 
Photography) Contact Brad Doane at 805-883-0012 
Santa Barbara Maritime Museum, Santa Barbara Diving 
History Exhibit. (Items relating to Santa Barbara diving his-
tory) Contact Leslie Leaney at 805-692-0072, Heaney@ aol.com 
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AQUAHOMOTOR from HDM 21. We have one of 
these units on display here at The Museum of Man in 
the Sea. The following is the label displayed with it. 
"This unit is a swimmer delivery unit used by Under-
water Demolition Teams in the early 1950's. It was worn 
on the chest and would propel a diver about 1 112 knots 
for a duration of 2 hours." 
Doug Hough, 
Museum of Man in the Sea, 
Panama City, Florida. 
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Classic Di\ ing Equipment Groups Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSA does not conduct any in-water activities. Some American 
based divers have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. 
These groups often contain divers who are members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA 
functions and the HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups. A sad situation that the HDSUSA is forced 
to endure. This column is produced solely for the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front 
of this issue. 
UHEXSO's John Hoover reports that the group has received a donation of a boat and motor for their 
upcoming work on the Sabine River Project. The project is the surveying of the WW I wooden freighters in 
the river. John has also met with Ron Coley, Director of Continuing Education for the Aquarena Center, to 
discuss plans for UHEXSO to dive at that facility. For more info contact the UHEXSO web site. 
W.E.G.'s help HDS at YMCA 40th Anniversary celebrations. 
The Northeast Diving Equipment Group and Midwest Working Equipment Group have been cooperating on numerous events. 
Greg Platt's Midwest group was invited to help the YMCA celebrate the 40th Anniversary of its scuba certification program( the 
oldest in the country) at Northbrook Hilton in Northbrook, Illinois, in November 1999. Greg's crew of Tom Squicciarini, Chris 
Low and Jerry Windmere set up display tables for the HDSUSA on Friday and Saturday along with Bob Rusnak and Jim Boyd 
from the Northeast group. On Saturday morning the gang put on demos with Rusnak's MkV in the pool at the Northbrook YMCA, 
along with some vintage scuba and Bob's Scott Hydro-Pak. The whole affair gave the HDS some excellent exposure among the 
YMCA instructors attending the conclave. 
For the first diving event of the new century, the Northeast Diving Equipment Group populated the FantaSea Scuba (Milltown, 
N.J.) demo tank at the huge New York National Boat Show from January 8-16, 2000, at the Jacob Javits Convention Center in 
Manhattan. It was a wonderful and interesting week, and the Boat Show and J avits Center people were great to deal with and could 
not have treated us better. While Jim Boyd and Ron Cazwell were able to cover things during the week, weekend divers included 
Dave Hill and Matt Brady with their Super Lites doing mime stunts and 3 Stooges routines underwater, much to the delight of the 
crowd. Also on hand were Bob Rusnak, Fred Barthes, Gene Ritter, John Whitlock and our newest member, Randy Suchcicki. In 
early March the Midwest and Northeast groups represented the HDSUSA with a booth at the Boston Sea Rovers scuba show in 
Boston, and will follow that on March 24-26 with the big Beneath The Sea scuba show at Meadowlands Convention Center in 
Secaucus, New Jersey. The HDSUSA will have a museum display, while the NEDEG will have its traditional booth and will be 
diving again in the FantaSea tank with all sorts of gear from vintage double-hose scuba to the U.S. Navy MkV. 
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Northeast Diving Equipment Group at Disney World 
At the DEMA show, Bob Rusnak was working the HDSUSA booth 
and was approached by Barry Olson, head of the diving department at 
The Living Sea aquarium at Epcot in Walt Disney World in Orlando, 
Florida. Mr. Olson was interested in exploring the possibility of MkV 
diving at Epcot and asked if we had anyone with experience and equip-
ment. Bob referred him to the Northeast Diving Equipment Group, and 
Barry contacted me (Jim Boyd), who just happened to be planning a Feb-
ruary vacation trip to the Florida Keys with a carload of diving gear. 
Arrangements were made to demonstrate heavy gear at Disney on Wednes-
day, February 23, 2000. Before the trip was finalized, Barry had suffi-
cient interest among the Epcot divers that he asked to extend the visit to 
two days. 
I borrowed Jim Folk's MkV and picked up Mark Butler's comm con-
nector and headed south. The aquarium uses surface-supplied SuperLite 
17s for maintenance work, so they had an air supply and umbilicals on 
hand already. Staff divers who were qualified on the SuperLites were 
cleared to dive the MkV. These included aquariusts, scuba divemasters 
and other staff divers, as well as Barry himself. 
Matthew Crane at Disney World 
The facility has a stage for lowering divers into the tank, but it has 
one shortcoming for heavy gear - it stops about three feet below the 
deck, which made entry and egress in heavy gear a bit tricky. We tried a 
number of techniques with varying degrees of success and grace. For any future program, the stage hoist will be 
modified to come completely up to deck level. 
The water was 75°, and most divers wore lightweight wetsuits under the heavy dress- a shorty wetsuit turned out 
to be the perfect rig. We dived both a traditional canvas MkV dress, as well as Dave Sutton's modem Viking dress. 
Over the two days, we instructed and dived about a dozen Disney divers, while the participants also took turns in scuba 
as safety divers and still photographers and videographers. By the end of Thursday, the entire team was very familiar 
with dressing and tending heavy gear. They were a very sharp crew and learned quickly. They were soon dressing and 
diving each other with a minimum of needed instruction. And they all had a ball! 
Barry Olson is interested in developing some sort of heavy gear program at Epcot, but he has much to explore and 
evaluate. He was very appreciative of the Northeast Diving Equipment Group for the offer of demonstrations, and he 
came away with a much better appreciation for what is involved in equipment and time in turning around heavy gear 
divers. It's now in his hands in terms of developing a program that will pass muster with Disney management, and 
while he is personally enthusiastic, there are many elements to be considered. He is a very experienced diver and 
manager, and we of the HDSUSA have given him a valuable experience to use in evaluating his future options. 
The heavy gear was a real crowd pleaser, and the staff enjoyed the whole project. With any luck, Barry will be 
successful in implementing a practical heavy gear program for Epcot- JIM BOYD 
Several of the Classic Equipment Groups are working on organizing a national diving rally in 2001 to dive classic 
equipment. For further details on this event please contact www.geocities.com/-uhexso 
For details of regional rallies, meetings, etc. contact the following groups: 
Texas. The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. A Non-Profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive Direc-
tor. Phone 512-288-7067 www.geocities.com/-uhexso 
New Jersey. Northeast Diving Equipment Group. Jim Boyd, organizer. Phone 973-948-5618 www.geocities.com/ 
yosemite/rapids/3435 
Chicago. Midwest Working Equipment Group. Gregg Platt, organizer. Phone 874-854-7154 
California Classic Equipment Divers. Charlie Orr, organizer. Phone 310-834-7051 www.geocities.com/Pipeline/ 
Halfpipe/4507 
Florida's Treasure Coast. John GaHagan 954-989-1377, or Marc Cohen 954-565-9754 www.hybdiving.com 
Rocky Mountain Working Equipment Group. Contact Ross Boxleitner, 303-232-2264 rboxl@aol.com 
Santa Barbara, California. SBWEG. Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151. 
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Helmets of the Deep 
Russian Helmets 
by Leon Lyons 
A three bolt, three light helmet without a handle on the bonnet. It is numbered 434 and dated 1962. This helmet has a 
detachable underwater light mounted on it. Many of the Russian three bolt helmets in circulation today have handles 
on their bonnets, and are of a later date. It is believed that the handle was introduced on the air helmet models some-
time shortly after 1962. 
An early three light, 12 bolt, with a non-recessed neck ring. An unusual feature of this helmet is that the interrupted 
thread screw neck rings are in three sections, not the traditional four, as in most helmets such as the Mark V. This early 
model has a separate communication elbow and the adjustable exhaust outlet is similar to the small early Pearler 
design on English helmets. The bonnet is not hand-formed and the breastplate features studs for the helmet weights. 
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A model BKC 57 Helium Injector helmet serial number 107, dated 1960. This helmet has an unusual three neck ring 
configuration as part of the helium system. According to a knowledgeable source, helmets with this neck ring system 
were only manufactured between 1958 and 1960. Another model in exactly the same configuration was dated 1958 
and numbered 48. 
All photos © 1999 Leon Lyons 
Proud Sponsor of Historical Diver Magazine 
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Using only the most 
up-to-date techniques 
and tools, our skilled 
craftsmen will take pride 
and pleasure in restoring 
your vintage helmet. 
Since 1937 
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Auction Report 
h~ Ll'slie Leam·~ 
Christie's, South Kensington, 
London 
Photos courtesy of Christie's Images 
November 11, 1999 
Age and condition led the way at this auc-
tion with a fine matched Siebe Gorman & 
Co. 12 bolt helmet bringing around $13,000 
and single cylinder pump of the same 
manufacture and period making slightly 
over $10,000. All realized prices include 
15% buyer's premium. UK£ converted at 
US$1.60 Siebe Gorman & Co. 12 bolt helmet 
Siebe Gorman &Co 12 bolt helmet num-
bered 4774 (matching) circa late 1890's. 
Complete with original tinning and cast manufacturer's plaque. 
Est £3,000-4,000 I US$4,800-6,400 Sold £8,050 I US$12,880 
C.E. Heinke & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt helmet numbered 431 (matching) circa mid-late 1950's. 
Est. £3,200-4,000 I US$5,120-6,400 Sold £3,680 I US$5,888) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. pump 
C.E. Heinke & Co. Ltd. 6 bolt helmet numbered 404 (matching) circa mid-late 1950's. Missing original straps/brales which are 
replaced by 12 bolt straps/brales. 
Est. £2,800-3,500 I US$4,480-5,600 Sold £3,220 I US$ 5152 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt helmet numbered 13055 (matching) circa 1920-1930. 
Est. £2,200-3,500 I US$ 3520-5,600 Sold £2,300 I US$3,680 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 6 bolt Admiralty patent helmet numbered 11619 (matching) circa mid-20th Century. A hand-formed 
bonnet with both air and comms elbows missing. 
Est. £1,500-2,000 I US$2,400 Sold £1,840 I US$2,944 
A fine and original Siebe Gorman & Co single cylinder pump fully stamped and numbered 340, circa late 1890's. In a metal 
bound mahogany box with hinged arched lid, lined with printed instructions, two turned rosewood handles and large cast fly-
wheel. 
Est £1,000-1,500 I US$1,600-2,400 Sold £6,325 I US$10,120 
A Siebe Gorman & Co diving chest, containing three sections of canvas covered air tubing, front and back weights, tools and 
other items. Front stenciling reads DIVERS GEAR from Siebe, Gorman & Co ENGINEERS LONDON. 
Est £700-900 I US$1,120-1,440 Sold £1,092 I US$1,747 
Siebe Gorman diving knife. Sold US$358 
Early 20th century red diving hat. Sold US$405 
Leather diving boots with lead soles and brass caps. Sold US$736 
Two 12 bolt diving dresses, one perished. Sold US$368 
Diving on the wreck of the Association. Divers using a copper engine. A single sheet issue of The Post Boy, 29 July, 1710. Sold 
US$294 
Sir Cloudsley Shovell's signature from 1697. Sold US$442 
Charles Mollina's original artwork for 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Sold US$1,288 
A Narrative of the Loss of the Royal George, S. Horsey, 1841, bound in wood from the wreck. Sold US$221 
Maritime Auctions, San Rafael, 
California 
October 23, 1999 
10% buyers premium not included 
Russian 3 bolt helmet in very good condition. Sold $800 
Canvas and brass lightweight diving boots. Sold $200 
Reproduction Morse Mk V helmet dated 8129141. Sold $400 
Diver's solid brass sandals with leather straps. Sold $275 
Heavy solid brass USN Mk V helmet plaque. Exhaust control handle actually turns. Sold $250 
Russian deep sea divers knife. Sold $190 
Bomar USN diver's knife. Rough blade. Sold $275 
Listings based on catalog descriptions. For full catalog descriptions contact the auction houses. 
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Combined Diving Industry Awards Banquet. 
Bally's Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada. 
January 20, 2000 
LIVE AUCTION 
Two copies of the first edition of The Silent World signed by Jacques-Yves Cousteau, donated by Jean-Michel Cousteau, $5,000 each copy. 
Untethered solo flight, with one day training program, in Deep Worker 2000, donated by Dr. Phil Nuytten, $4,000 
SILENT AUCTION, PARTIAL LISTING 
E. R. Cross's personal copy of Deep Diving and Subi1Ulrine Operations bearing his library stamp and his autograph, donated by E.R. Cross, $250 
Signed Limited Edition "Winged Angel" silver and gelatin photograph of a California Sea Lion by Ernie Brooks, donated by Ernie Brooks, $300 
Titanic movie poster signed by Al Giddings, donated by Al Giddings, $200 
Drawing of Sea Hunt's Mike Nelson by Lloyd Bridges and signed by him, donated by Dan and Betty Orr, $550 
Four 8 x 10 photos of Creature From the Black Lagoon signed by Ricou Browning, donated by Ricou Browning, $65-$60-$55-$50 
Autographed poster of the bow of the Titanic taken by Emory Kristoff, donated by Emory Kristoff, $250 
AN at. Geo. Medallion that had been down in Mir II to the Titanic, with provenance from Ralph White, donated by Ralph White, $160 
Russian Navy diving helmet, donated by Sea Pearls, $800 
DAN Oxygen Unit, donated by DAN, $400 
Dolphin sculpture by Wyland, donated by Starlight Originals, $850 
Limited edition Mystical Dolphins lithograph, signed and numbered by David C. Miller, donated by David and Nancy Miller, $750 
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IN MEMORY 
NICK ECONOMOS 
January 1916 - October 1999 
Nick Economos in the sponge packing house of Gus Tsourakis, 
Tarpon Springs Florida in March of 1999. 
Florida's once flourishing Tarpon Springs sponge industry lost another of its deep-sea divers. With the 
recent death of Nick Economos, only three or four pioneer divers are left who worked sponge before World 
War II. Excepting an early childhood schooling at a Baptist boarding school in Norman Park, Georgia, and 
later serving his country during World War II, the port of Tarpon Springs and the Gulf of Mexico's underwater 
reefs are where Nick spent his life. 
His career began in 1934 as a deck hand and apprentice diver working for Captain Jim Tsalichis on the 
sponge boat CHRISOULA, then two years later he went to work on the boat of his adopted father John Economos. 
Early in his career, when diving off the Everglades, Nick loaded the boat with sponge from bow to stern many 
times. His father, who had been in sponging for 45 years said "Son, that's the most sponge I've ever seen in 
one dive." Nick did it in two hours and a half. Before his dive another diver had reported no sponge on the 
same bar. High spinach grass covered the bottom, and a silty white limestone mud had settled on the sponge, 
but he could still recognize their eyes. When the tide changed, knocking the grass down, it would uncover 
more sponge. It turned out to be a prosperous trip, and young Nick became a top producer. 
After his adopted father died, he worked on the famous deep water diving boat Dolphin, captained by 
James Giannoulis. She was a large double-ender, and No. 1 of the deep diving boats that worked the Middle 
Grounds out to 20 fathoms. Nick often spent sleepless nights aboard the Dolphin suffering the bends with 
knee and leg pain because of long bottom times and no decompression. He prudently quit deep diving and 
went back to diving off the shallow and middle water boats. Once off Cape Romano, Nick descended on a bed 
of wool sponge so large he had to send them up by the line because they were too big to fit into the sack. On 
the same trip, the fleet worked the Everglades. Though well offshore, a sheriff's patrol boat impounded their 
boats and jailed the entire 60 or 70 crew members including Nick. Their captains roamed around Key West 
during the day, returning to jail in the evening. They sued, and when the judge ruled in their favor it cost 
Monroe County about $20,000. 
When World War II broke out, Nick joined the Navy and saw action in the European Theater. At war's 
end, he returned to sponge diving. Nick's zest for life, compassion, and good fellowship towards others made 
the world a better place for all of us who knew him. He is survived by his wife Patricia, and four sons: Angelo, 
Steve, John, and Nick. 
Torrance Parker 
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Greg Mackay 
Pro Dive President and Founder Greg Mackay and his wife Lauren were killed in a skiing acci-
dent in Park City, Utah on January 11, 2000. A respected member of the diving community, Greg 
founded Professional Diving Schools of Florida which is responsible for training more PADI Scuba 
Diving Instructors than any other instructional institution in the world. Greg devoted his life's work 
to the betterment of his business, but also realized that as Pro Dive grew so did the industry as a 
whole. He was an innovator and visionary in diver training. He developed and trademarked the ROS 
program, which provided the vocational training required for dive instructors to immediately enter 
the resort scuba industry. He continued pioneering scuba educational training with the advent of the 
New Technology program. Greg had the insight to utilize the Internet by establishing the first website 
designed to bring together dive professionals regardless of certifying agency. Greg's dedicated work 
in the diving community brought him to the attention of Skin Diver Magazine, which featured a 
recent interview with him in the February 2000 issue. 
William "Bill" Bossert 
Commercial diver "Bill" Bossert lost his life at sea off Santa Barbara, California early January. I 
first met him 40 years ago when he had graduated from being a tender to becoming a commercial 
abalone diver. Billy operated a 40-some-foot boat called the Bronzeback. It was set up in traditional 
fashion for those days: a flying bridge for the boat operator, a flat stern deck for stowing abalones, 
and cramped quarters for the crew under the bridge. A hefty diesel pushed it along at 8 or 10 knots. 
Billy evolved with the changing times, switching to a Radon boat half the size and employing only a 
line tender. Eventually, even that changed; like many of the abalone old-timers he started going out 
alone. He was alone when he died. Even though Billy changed with the times, for me, he epitomized 
what is now a dying breed. Billy perhaps chose a life at sea because he cherished his independence. 
He was his own boss in a wild but beautiful environment. His business, his life, were virtually 
elemental. The shallow trappings of civilization didn't count for much with Billy. Commercial divers 
can be a boisterous lot. Hard-drinking, hard-fighting, hard-loving. I guess what distinguished Billy 
was that he was a quiet man. He was invariably calm, polite, and certainly not demonstrative. He 
went about his way quietly and kept to himself, enjoying the sea and his hobbies. He remained a 
bachelor all his life. Billy was a gentleman. Very few of Billy's contemporaries are still eking a living 
from the sea. The commercial abalone business is history due to a mysterious disease. A part of that 
history died with Billy's passing. I will miss him. 
Peter Howorth 
Excerpted from Pacific Log, Santa Barbara News-Press. 
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Ye Olde Master Diver's Locker 
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful 
diving gear evaluated by the U.S. Navy 
CONVERTED AQUA-LUNG REGULATOR FOR MANUAL BOUYANCY COMPENSATOR 
The negative files on these three images are numbered 00251, 00253 and 542, and state only Manual 
Bouyancy Compensator, Project 185-005. The twin tank manifold is one of the early "pig-tail" types and 
the mouthpiece appears to be metal. At a guess this is a project from the very early 1950's. 
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All comments are welcome.-Editor 
HDSUSA Special 
The first 60 HDSUSA copies sold are signed by Bob Barth 
Sea Dwellers 
The Humor, Drama, and Tragedy of the U.S. Navy SEALAB Programs 
by Bob Barth 
"The undisputed dean of the saturated diver." Scott Carpenter 
Experience the stirring larger-than-life story of SEALAB, as told by the 
only man who, from start to finish, was at the "other end" of the hose. As a 
self-professed grunt guinea pig, Bob Barth willingly gave his blood, sweat, 
tears, the prime years of his life-and even his heart and soul-to the U.S. 
Navy's Genesis and SEALAB programs in order to experience what most 
men can only dream of .. .life on the bottom of the ocean. 
The SEALAB saga has a dramatic, sobering conclusion that haunts the many 
good men who were part of it. Yet the SEALAB program proved the viabil-
ity of saturation diving, providing the commercial diving community with 
its most important tool in the exploration of the offshore oil and gas market: 
the ability to dive deep and stay deep for extended periods of time. 
Bob Barth is the only person to be on the bottom in all ofthe Navy experi-
mental diving programs, Genesis, and SEALAB 1-2-3. 
Soft bound color cover, 184 pages, b&w content with 40 pages of photo-
graphs 
$16, plus $3 domestic, $6 overseas p&p. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax 
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Historical Diver Back Issues 
As noted in HDM #19, Historical Diver has moved to an annual volume system. As we are now in our eighth year, we 
are starting with Volume 8, Issue 1, Winter 2000. For members seeking an accurate record of back issues under the old 
numbering system we have listed them below, and they are also listed on our web site at www.hds.org. Back issue 
pricing for members: Originals $6.00, photocopy $3.00 each. Non-members: all back issues $12.00 each. 
Inaugural Meeting Report October 1992. 
Inaugural Address by Leslie Leaney; Slide presentation 
from Siebe Gorman archives sent by Nick Baker; Develop-
ments in Diving in the California Abalone Industry 1853 to 
1950, by A L "Scrap" Lundy; Local Developments of Light-
weight Diving Equipment, by Bev Morgan; Video presenta-
tion of The Lyons Maritime Museum of Saint Augustine, 
Florida; Local Development of the Diving Helmet, by Bob 
Kirby; Address by Phil Nuytten; Listing and photographs of 
helmets, masks, regulators and associated equipment on dis-
play. 
1. Summer 1993. (Photocopy only) 
Interview: Former DESCO vice-president Bernice 
McKenzie; PURISMA; Birth of a Sport: The Early Days; The 
Mark V Column. Development of Mark V 1914-1916; Women 
Pioneers in Diving: Dr. Sylvia Earle; Scuba Now and Then; 
Book Review: Blow all Ballast, by Nat Barrows, reviewed by 
E.R. Cross; Diving Collectibles; Photo Contest. 
2. Winter 1993. (photocopy only) 
First Annual H.D.S. U.S.A. Rally. Featuring Dan Wilson, 
Nick Icorn, Mike Von Alvensleben and others; Birth of a Sport: 
The Early Regulators; Women Pioneers in Diving: Eugene 
Clark; 1993 North East Members Working Equipment Group 
Rally; Early Scuba Tanks; The Mark V Column: The Small 
Bonnett Mark V; Book Review: Undersea Log, by M. 
O'Moran; Diving Collectibles; H.D.S. U.K. 1994 Committee 
members; NASA helmet-information wanted; ADE Hydrolung. 
3. Summer 1994. Double Issue. (photocopy only) 
HDSUSA Advisory Board Established: Jean-Michel 
Cousteau, E.R. Cross, Lad Handelman, J. Thomas Millington, 
M.D., Bev Morgan, Phil Nuytten, Andreas B. Rechnitzer, Ph.D., 
Sidney J. Smith, Arthur J. Bacharach, Ph.D; The Invention and 
Development of the Diving Helmet and Dress; A Giant Step 
Back (First HDS Heavy Gear Class at SBCC); Women Pio-
neers in Diving: Zale Parry; Just One More Time (74-year-old 
Bob Benton dives again); Birth of a Sport: The Early Regula-
tors (US Divers); A Busy Winter in the North East (Working 
Equipment); HDSUSA visit to UK; HDSUSA Appointments; 
A Short History of Fins; The Mark V Column: The Early 
Schraders 1917- 1919; Book Review: Man Under The Sea by 
James Dugan; Letter from the Board of Directors; The Insti-
tute of Diving; President of the HDSUK Surgeon Vice-Admi-
ral Sir John Rawlins; HDSUK Committee; 3rd Annual Rally; 
Notes on Moran's Undersea Log; In Memory: Frank Oschman; 
HDS Italia formed; HDS Northern California Meeting. 
4. Spring 1995. 
Test Dive: Russian Diving Equipment; Second Annual 
H.D.S. U.S.A. Rally and Conference: 175th Anniversary of 
Siebe Gorman and Co. Ltd. Exhibits connected to Augustus 
Siebe, The Deanes, The Royal George, Sir Robert H. Davis, 
Siebe Gorman products and publications and more; Diving, 
Lectures, Working Equipment, HDS-ADC Exhibits; Los An-
geles County Underwater Instructors Association, 40th Anni-
versary 1954-1994; The Invention and Development of the Div-
ing Helmet and Dress. Part 2; Women Pioneers in Diving: Twila 
Bratcher Critchlow; A Short History of Fins. part 2; Advisory 
Board members Andre Galerne and Les Ashton-Smith; The 
Mark V Column - WW II DES CO'S; 1995 E. R. Cross Award: 
Jim Boyd; Tom Devine Memorial Scholarship; In Memory-
Captain Charles W. Shilling MC, USN. 
Diving in High-Risk Environments 
by Steven M. Barsky 
All HDS copies signed by the author 
Diving in High-Risk Environments is the most complete text covering full-face 
masks, wireless communications, surface-supplied diving, dry suits, contami-
nated water, and potable water diving operations. This third edition has been 
extensively edited and revised with new material on Pfiestria, chemical testing, 
the SuperLite-17K. and potable water diving. If you are professionally employed 
in diving this is a must-have book. It will also be of interest to anyone diving 
classic surface supplied equipment. It contains over 175 photographs, technical 
illustrations, tables, charts, an extensive bibliography and a comprehensive in-
dex. It is recommended by Diving Systems International and Trelleborg Viking, 
Inc. Soft bound in color, 197 pages. $32 plus $3 domestic, $6 overseas p&p, CA 
res. add 7.75% sales tax. 
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5. Summer 1995. 
The World First Diving Manual: 1836. Method of Using 
Deane's Patent Diving Apparatus; Women Pioneers in Diving: 
Dottie Frazier; Reproduction Helmets: Siebe Gorman, Heinke 
and Draeger; A Short History of Fins, Part 3; Advisory Board 
member Dick Long; Diving Pioneers: An Oral History of Div-
ing in America, by Eric Hanauer; Griswold helmets back in 
production; Historical Diving Society South Africa; NASA div-
ing helmet-information; Max Gene Nohl-information; New 
Books-Iron Suit, Modern Marine Salvage, Treasure of the Con-
federate Coast. 
6. Winter 1995. 
Deep Diving and Submarine Operations, A History, by 
Peter Jackson; Deep Diving and Submarine Operations, 9th 
Edition, Review by Peter Jackson; Women Pioneers in Diving: 
Norma Hanson; HDSUSA 3rd Annual Rally; 1995 E. R. Cross 
Award recipient, Lee Selisky; Fleuss Mask at '96 TEK; 
HDSUSA interview with Siebe Gorman's Steve James; Nick 
Icom retires; Double Hose Regulator- My first dive; Advisory 
Board members Dr. Sylvia Earle and Dick Bonin; HDS ltalia 
honors WWII veterans Luigi Ferraro and Roberto Frassetto; 
Argentinean Mark V helmet. 
7. Spring 1996. (photocopy only) 
Max E. Nohl. The World Record Dive of 1937; Women 
Pioneers in Diving: Laura Strugill; HDSUSA at DEMA, ADC 
and TEK '96 in New Orleans; Siebe Gorman Masks at '96 
TEK; Diving Awards: E.R. Cross, Bev Morgan, & Juan Crofton; 
Early French Cabirol Helmet; U.S. Divers Double Hose Regu-
lator; Advisory Board member Scott Carpenter; San Diego 
Chapter; Stories of the Sea- Jean-Michel Cousteau and Bill 
Burud Productions; Hans Hass - A Life of Exploration by 
Michael Jung-book review; Harry Houdini; In Memory - Gustav 
Dalla Valle and Joe Savoie; Working Equipment Groups; Mag-
ophiles?;TidewaterTimeCapsule: History Beneath the Patauxent. 
8. Summer 1996. 
Joe Savoie-Legend of the Gulf Coast; John Lethbridge 
1675-1759; The letters of Ley and Lethbridge; Watanabe Riichi 
and Ohgushi's Peerless Respirator; The Wreck of the Winfield 
Scott; Helmets of the Deep, Andrew J. Morse 4 bolt; Rory's 
Magic Mouthpiece; South Florida and San Diego Chapters; 
SEALAB Reunion; Classic Diving; HDSUSA First Biblio-
philes Meeting; Book Reviews: Jeff Maynard's Niagara s Gold; 
You can't judge a book by looking at the cover- Caleb West, 
Master Diver. 
9. Fall1996. (photocopy only) 
Hans Hass. Pioneer of Swimdiving; Women Pioneers in 
Diving: Lotte Hass; William Watson and his Amazing Sub-
Aqueous Breathing Machine; Hans Hass. An American appre-
ciation, by Nick Icom; The Books of Hans and Lotte Hass; 
Dive Into History: Monterey California; Rebreather Forum 2.0. 
An historic diving industry workshop; Dive into History: Iron 
Bottom Sound, Guadalcanal; Helmets of the Deep- Unknown; 
Advisory Board Members- Bob and Bill Meistrell; Directors-
Bonnie Cardone and Bob Kirby; San Diego Chapter; Classic 
Diving; Max Gene Noh! information. 
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10. Winter 1997. 
The Evolution of the Single Hose Regulator; Book review 
- The California Abalone Industry. A Pictorial History; More 
Niagara s Gold; The Launch of Deep Flight; The Orlando Dec-
laration by Professor Hans Hass; The Grave of Augustus Siebe; 
Philippe Tailliez at the Jules Verne Film Festival; Lilias Fonner; 
Helmets of the Deep, (probably) Siebe Gorman (actually Stove's 
Diving Helmet); 1997 Historical Diver Pioneer Awards - Hans 
and Lotte Hass, Jacques-Yves Cousteau and E.R. Cross; DEMA 
Reaching Out Awards; NOGI Awards; England's Museum of 
Diving and Underwater Exploration; In Memory: Arthur 
Charles Broman. 
11. Spring 1997. 
Swimming with the Sensational Porpoise; Musee du 
Scaphandre, Espalion, France; Air Supply Requirements for 
Helmet and Scuba Divers Part I; Helmets of the Deep: Sadler 
of London; Ellen McDonald Rogers; E.R. Cross Award- Peter 
Jackson; John Galletti Award- Joe Savoie; Underwater Inter-
vention 97; Max Gene Noh!; Mr. A.E. Stove's Helmet; Book 
Review- The Infernal Diver; In Memory- John Gaffney. 
12. Summer 1997. 
American and British Patents, 1800-1840; The Drager 
Gegenlunge; Air Supply Requirement for Helmets and Scuba 
Divers Part II. Scuba Air Requirements; Historical Diver Pio-
neer Award presentation: E.R. Cross; Helmets of the Deep: 
Chas. H. San tom; D.H.S. Australia & South East Asia formed; 
Connie Johnson; Asian Diver Exhibition and Conference; 
H.D.S. Denmark, New York Society Members; H.D.S. South 
Africa, In Memory - Lt. Commander "Tommy" Thomson 
U.S.N. Ret. 
13. Fall1997. Double Issue 
Jacques-Yves Cousteau. The Pioneering Years, "Allons 
Voir"; Simone Cousteau; A Legacy of Hope, by Jean-Michel 
Cousteau; A guide to the early books of Captain Cousteau; 
Development of self-contained diving prior to Cousteau and 
Gagnan; Helmets of the Deep, Santoro of Boston; The 24th 
Antibes Underwater Film Festival, France- HDS Italia Confer-
ence, Genoa Italy-A visit to Xarifa, Monte Carlo, Monaco; Line 
Dancing Down Under; Book Review, 20,000 Jobs Under the 
Sea, by Torrance Parker; Diving History Seminar at Gosport, 
England; Dive Into History at Monterey, California; Diving 
History Seminar at Espalion, France; HDSUSA Rally at San 
Pedro, California; The James Lockwood Letters - Dimitri 
Rebikoff; In Memory - John D. Craig, Dimitri Rebikoff, Rob 
Palmer, Peter Stackpole, Dr. Raymond E. Rogers, William 
Hancock; Ye Olde U.S. Navy Master Divers Locker. 
14. Winter 1998. 
Nothing New Under the Sea - Equipment from the Nick 
Icorn Collection; Rouquayrol and Denayrouze at Santa Bar-
bara, California; Lillian Kemble Patton; Helmets of the Deep, 
Robison Bros. of Melbourne Australia; 1997 HDSUSA E.R. 
Cross Award Recipient: Torrance Parker; The Christie's Heinke. 
A World Record Price; DHS ASEA; Hans Hass; ADC 
AWARDS; DEMA; De Helmduiker; James Lockwood; Bib-
liophiles; In Memory: Chuck Griswold, Lloyd Bridges. 
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15. Spring 1998. 
Cousteau and Hass. A time line of their early careers; The 
Evolution of the Australian Porpoise Regulator; Jerri Lee Cross; 
O.S.S. Maritime Unit Commemorative Stone; Rouquayrol 
Denayrouze Equipment in Germany; Karl Heimich Klingert; 
A visit to Hans Hass; Advisory Board member, Peter B. Bennett, 
Ph.D., D.Sc.; DHS ASEA-Yokohama Air Helmet test; Nick 
Icorn, AI Tillman, NOGI Awards, Willie Brown at Yokohama; 
Helmets of the Deep. G. Gahanna, Torino Italy; Auction Re-
port- Mark V, Heinke, Siebe Gorman, Samson Barnett?, Rus-
sian, Chilean, Korean; Bibliophiles: more Underseas Log; Self 
Contained Diving books continued; In Memory: Orville Blocker 
aka Jack The Frogman; Ye Olde U.S.N. Master Divers Locker: 
General Electric Closed Circuit Deep Diving Apparatus; 
Biosystem regulator, Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival. 
16. Summer 1998. 
Karl Heinrich Klingert and His Self-Contained Open Div-
ing Helmet of 1797; Trevor Hampton. Master Diver and Un-
derwater Sportsman; The Early Regulators, Aqua-Lung-US 
Divers- Divair-Northill-Dacor-Healthways-Voit-Sportsways; 
The Undersea Heritage and Exploration Society; Rene Bussoz 
and US Divers; HDS Canada; DHS ASEA, Royal Australian 
Navy Clearance Diving Branch photographs; Stan Sheley re-
tires; Cover Story - Skin Diver Magazine October 1967; 
DESCO Nuclear Helmet; Kansas City Bridge Divers 1869; In 
Memory- John Steel, Ingvar Elfstrom; Ye Olde US Navy Mas-
ter Divers Locker: Kirby Morgan ADS-4; Information wanted 
-Commander Lionel Kenneth Philip Crabb, OBE, GM.; Coni-
cal attachment to triple scuba tank. 
17. Fall 1998. 
SEA HUNT, Television's Epic Underwater Adventure; 
Connie Lyn Morgan; Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival; Three 
Hundred and Forty Four Feet on Air in 1930; End of an Era. 
Coastal School of Deep Sea Diving; Morse Shallow Water 
Helmet circa 1933; DHSASEA; HDS Canada Inaugural Meet-
ing-Phil Nuytten; E.R. Cross at ADC Western Chapter Con-
vention; 1999 Membership Incentive Program-Free Ride in 
DEEP WORKER; In Memory: Hemi Bource; Emerson Gas 
Saver Regulator; Auction Report - Mark V, Schrader 4 light, 
Miller Dunn style 2; 1999 Directors. 
18. Winter 1999. 
Siebe Closed Helmets of the 19th Century; Philippe 
Tailliez-Ocean Pioneer; Diving History atAntibes Underwater 
Film Festival; Royal Australian Navy hosts DHASEA Rally; 
Third Annual Dive into History; Lindbergh-Hammar Helium 
Recirculator; HDS Canada- Dr Sylvia Earle with EXO SUIT; 
1998 Historical Diver Pioneer Award recipient Philippe Tailliez; 
1998 E.R. Cross Award recipient Ed Stetson; Jean-Michel 
Cousteau to film in Espalion; Classic Diving Equipment 
Groups; L.G. Arpin Co. DIVAIR regulator; HDS Germany 
formed; Auction Report - 5 x Siebe Gorman, Russian, Morse 
Commercial, Morse "Hollywood" helmet; Biosystems regula-
tor; Musee du Scaphandre wins NAUTIEKAward; In Memory-
Mel Fisher, Woody Treen. 
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19. Spring 1999. 
John Steel, Artist of the Underwater World; The Undersea 
Art of John Steel; Salvage Man-The Career of Edward Ells berg; 
Lambertsen Gas Saver Unit; Jean Painleve and Underwater 
Photography 1935; Carol Ann Merker; Sicard's 1853 Scuba 
Apparatus; Santa Barbara Working Equipment Group Formed. 
Roy Hatorri dives again; DHSASEA Back to the Past Dive 
Day; HDS Canada, Newsletter-Raincoast Chronicles, HDS Ger-
many Rally; Hans Hass presented with two NOGI Awards; 
NOGI Award recipients Philippe Tailliez, Dr. Richard Murphy, 
Wyland, Dr. Phil Nuytten, Bob Clark, Col. John D. Craig; Dr. 
Christian J. Lambertsen at Beneath the Sea with Armand 
Zigahn; DEMA Reaching Out Award Recipients AI Giddings, 
Howard Hall, Ron Merker, Clive Cussler; ADC Galletti Award 
-William J. Dore; ADC Thomas Devine Award- William F. 
Aichele; Espalion Commemorative knives; Helmets of the Deep 
- J. Scauda and Rene Piel; Classic Diving equipment Groups; 
Auction Report- Mark V-Morse Shallow Water; (Possibly) a 
General Electric Diving Helmet; Lang of London helmet. 
20. Summer 1999. 
Development of the Kirby Helium Recirculator Helmet; 
Memories of an Aberdeen Amphibian; A Brief History of 
Recommpression Chambers; Lyn Judson Yost Chase; DRS-
Australia-SEA; HDS Canada; HDS Germany; Jean-Michel 
Cousteau in Espalion; Gibbs Rebreather, Diving helmet by 
Norman K. Bennett Co. West Palm Beach, Florida; Siebe Closed 
Helmets of the 19th Century (continued); In Memory "Big" 
Jim Christansen, Charles Haines-Bussman, John Rice Churchill; 
HDS Mexico; Auction Report -Heinke MRO, Siebe Gorman 
helmet and pump; Classic Diving; Ye Olde Master Diver's 
Locker- Unknown. 
21. Fall 1999. 
Lemaire d' Augerville. A Great Forgotten Pioneer of Au-
tonomous Diving; Ada Rebikoff. Reflections of a Diving Pio-
neer and Ocean Explorer; The D.I.Y. Diver. How to Build and 
Use a Diving Lung, by Herb Pfiser-1953; Big Jim 
(Christiansen); Don Keach, Navy Deep Ocean Pioneer; Siebe 
Closed Helmets of the 19th Century (continued); Africa's Pre-
mier Historical Diving Venue; DHS ASEA Annual Rally, 
Adelaide; HDS Canada, Centuries old diving mystery resolved; 
HDS Germany, photos from 1999 rally; The HDS, Working 
Equipment in UK; HDS ltalia Diving Museum; 1999 Histori-
cal Diver Magazine Pioneer Award- Andre Galerne; 1999 E.R. 
Cross Award Recipient - Bob Ramsay; Advisory Board Mem-
ber Ernie Brooks II; 2000 Board of Directors; Hans Hass and 
His Journey to Bonaire; DEMA and The Historical Diving 
Society USA-A partnership for Growth, HDS Intern-Sammy 
Oziel; NOGI Awards-A Brief History; USN Mark V. A Family 
Tradition; Auction Report-Siebe Gorman, Russian, Korean; 
Classic Diving Equipment Groups; Ye Olde USN Master 
Diver's Locker-Aquahomotor, July 1955. 
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CLASSIFIEDS - Classified Rates: MEMBERS: 25 cents per word, 
$2.50 minimum. NONMEMBERS: $35.00 per column inch, minimum $35.00 
Payment must be made with order. Advertising copy should be sent to: HD Classified, 
2022 Cliff Dr #405, Santa Barbara, CA 93109-1506 
Cut-off for Advertisements in HD #23 is May 1, 2000. 
WANTED: watch, wrist compass and wrist depth gauge to 
WWII Italian Human Torpedo. Dr. Patrick DUTTO, G, le vert 
pare Bellevue, Avenue Prosper Merimee, F-130 14 
Marseille France 
FOR SALE: Healthways AirFlo single hose regulator 1st & 
2nd stage with Healthways J valve, no hose or mouth piece 
Approx 85% condition. US Divers/Aqualung 1st stage 2low 
pressure ports I high pressure port early single hose, good 
condition. Glen Smith 214-564-4015 
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I I 
NAUft'IEK 
I STANDARD DIVING! EQUIPMENT 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R WWassenaar 
Netherlands 
TEL: 011 31 70 51147 40 
FAX: 011 31 70 51 783 96 
Harbour 
Supplies 
Constantly changing inventory 
of original helmets, Siebe 6 
and 12 bolts, USN, Russian, 
Korean, Chinese, some very 
old hats. 
Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly siebe, 1850? Tyler. 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares, etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 8x 
Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list 
Adam 
Taunton House, Taunton Road 
Swanage, Dorset BH19 2BY England 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-4285032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
FOR SALE: Mark V's. WWII USN Mark V Desco dated 9-
5-45, #3019 matched rings, $4600. WWII USN Mark V 
Schrader dated 1-44, #1316B matched,# stamped on 
tranciever housing, $5100. For fuller information contact 
Leslie at 805-899-3200 or lleaney@aol.com 
FOR SALE: 2 - #3 Yokahoma diving dresses. in good 
diving condition. $600 ea. 1- #4 Yokahama diving dress, in 
very good diving condition, almost new. $1375. I - #3 
Viking- Heavy Duty lite gear dry suit. Very good condition. 
$900. 1 - 112" Wet Suit Factory 2 piece full wet suit, Never 
worn. Perfect condition. fits person 5' 10" 190lb. $425. I -
Navy style Heavy gear canvas chaffing pants. $100. 3-
Commercial style Heavy gear canvas chaffing pants. $125. 
Call: John Thielst@ (808) 638-7469 (805) 967-4497 Cell 
(805)705-4743, E-mail omahawaii@aol.com 
Reading is Fundamental 
... especially if you are a commercial diver or marine contrac-
tor, and you are reading UnderWater magazine. We are the 
leading source of news, analysis, and information on diving, 
ROVs, and marine technology. 
Subscriptions are free to qualified individuals. Subscribe 
online at www.diveweb.com/uw or via fax to 281-440-4867. 
Doyle Publishing Company, Inc. 
5222 FM 1960 W, Ste. 112 • Houston, TX 77069 
800-457-6459 • editor@doylepublishing.com 
Une of books for the diver 
putmcaU41>ns on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 
other Best books, call for a 
free catalog 
468-1055 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT): SPONSOR'S MEMBER NUMBER: 
Class of Membership: 
0 Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership). $1000.00 0 Dive Stores ............................................. $50.00 
0 Family (Domestic USA Only) .............................. $45.00 0 Individual (Domestic USA Only) ........... $35.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 0 Student (Domestic USA Only) ............... $25.00 
0 Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $45.00 
0 Institutional (Colleges and Schools) .................... $50.00 0 Overseas ................................................. $50.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I I 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes ONo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE TOTAL EACH 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: D I VISA I o[ll3 D Total shipping (see item description) 
Card NO: 
Total enclosed 
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE} 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
Name on Card (Please Print) MAIL ORDER TO: HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY ORDERS 
2022 CLIFF DRIVE #405 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109-1506 U.S.A. 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 
Hl:STIIKII A. I UlVEK VollS lssue 1 Wmter ZUUU 
Historical Diver is Sponsored by: 
DAN. 
Divers Alert Network 
Your Dive Safety Association 
Dive Commercial 
International 
ystems.eom 
Jean - Michel Cousteau - Keileo 
SCUBA 
TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED 
Since 1937 
